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Nondestructive Methods for Evaluating Damage Evolution and
Material Behavior in Metal Matrix Composites

1. Introduction

The University of Dayton, due to its unique position supporting the Air Force Materials

Directorate, was able to adapt NDE methodologies for material behavior studies because

the University supports the on-site, in-house research in both the Materials Behavior

(WL/MLLN) and the NDE (WL/MLLP) branches of the Wright Laboratory Materials

Directorate. Two graduate students were hired during this AASERT program. The

students were from the Chemical and Materials Engineering Department. The area of

concentration for the thesis work of the students was Damage Evolution and Materials

Behavior of advanced metal matrix composites. As a result, the research objectives of the
'parent' program being performed in the Materials Behavior Branch of the Materials

Directorate, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base was the focus of the AASERT graduate

students. However, the additional emphasis was brought by this AASERT program for

the development and integration of new and existing nondestructive evaluation methods

to enhance the data capture and data analysis for material behavior research. The devel-

opment, adaptation, and integration of new/existing NDE methods for material behavior

and damage evolution have resulted in an improved understanding of the mechanisms of

damage initiation and accumulation.

Many NDE techniques were developed/used to augment the materials behavior

research. Each method of NDE provided specific information deemed important to

understand the initiation and accumulation of damage in the material of interest. While

most of the techniques developed and/or evaluated were based on ultrasonic waves (some

in-situ and some not), other techniques were also evaluated. A list of these methods is

shown below:

1. High Frequency (3 50 MHz) Scanning Acoustic Microscopy to evaluate fiber-matrix

interface behaviors such as debonding, matrix crack initiation, fiber fracture, and crack

growth retardation at the interface. This method was used during an interrupted

fatigue test.



2. Oblique Incidence Shear Waves (25 MHz) for the assessment of the fiber-matrix

interface deterioration due to the effect of high temperature tests. This method was

used in an interrupted fatigue test.

3. Low Frequency (1 MHz and Less) Global Waves for the measurement of modulus

changes in the composite material during life prediction tests. This method was used

for in-situ evaluation.

4. Ultrasonic Surface Waves (10 MHz and Less) to monitor and quantify the initiation and

accumulation of surface damage. This technique was developed for in-situ evaluation.

5. Global 'Reflector Plate' Ultrasonic Scanning to assess and assure the integrity of the

samples before the life prediction tests.

6. Acoustic Emission to monitor the test sample in-situ. The other NDE techniques were

used to corroborate and cross-correlate the results obtained by acoustic emission (AE).

Also, the AE method implemented in-situ was used to determine logical points of

interruption in fatigue cycling for the other off-line NDE methods of evaluation.

2. Objective and Methodology

2.1. Objective

The overall program consisted of two distinct phases with respective objectives:

Phase I Obiective: To characterize the evolution of isothermal fatigue damage using

nondestructive evaluation techniques and correlate this information with residual strength

of the composite. Phase I was performed by Ms. Dianne M. Benson, who completed her

Master's thesis work under the program with guidance from Dr. P. Karpur and Mr. David

A. Stubbs of UDRI.

Phase II Objective: To characterize and compare the evolution of damage due to creep

and TMF fatigue of metal matrix composites (SCS-6/Ti-6A1-4V manufactured by

Textron Specialty Materials) using nondestructive evaluation techniques and thereby

derive an 'inefficiency factor' for damage accumulation under in-phase thermomechanical

fatigue (IP-TMF). Phase II was performed by Mr. Gregory S. Clemons who completed his
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Master's thesis work under the program with guidance from Dr. P. Karpur and Mr. David

A. Stubbs of UDRI.

2.2. Methodology

The first phase of the program was performed by Ms. Benson. The research correlated

NDE resdIts with the residual tensile strength of a six-ply, unidirectional BP Sigma-1240

SiC/Ti-6A1-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo composite after isothermal fatigue. Baseline tension and fatigue

curves were initially generated since minimal information on this particular metal matrix

composite was available in the literature. Information obtained from these tests was used

to pinpoint load levels and interruption points for subsequent interrupted fatigue tests.

The following nondestructive evaluation techniques were used to evaluate the test speci-

mens before and after fatigue testing: (1) Scanning Acoustic Microscopy; (2) Oblique

Incidence Shear Wave Scanning; (3) Reflector Plate Ultrasonic Scanning; (4) Immersion

Surface Wave Scanning; (5) In Situ Surface and Longitudinal Waves; and (6) X-Ray

Radiography. Following the interrupted fatigue tests, the composite specimens were

nondestructively evaluated again prior to the residual tension tests to determine the residual

strength. Scanning electron microscopy and metallography were used in the correlation

and verification of fatigue damage.

In the second and final phase of the program, Mr. Gregory Clemons studied

SCS-6ITi-6A1-4V manufactured by Textron Specialty Materials. Baseline tension data

were initially generated. Information obtained from these tests and NDE techniques were

used to pinpoint load levels for subsequent fatigue tests. An attempt is being made to

develop a correlation to the failure time for creep and IP-TMF conditions. Tests were

conducted at a Tmax of 427°C. Comparisons were made with baseline tests performed

previously under IP-TMF and Creep loading.

3. Research Results

Phase I Results: The first phase of the program concluded that the usefulness of ultra-

sonic nondestructive evaluation to assess fatigue damage in a [0], Sigma-1240/Ti-6242
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composite has been demonstrated through correlation of immersion and in situ ultrasonic

data with residual tensile strength. Immersion surface wave scanning proved to be one of

the most promising methods for correlating fatigue damage with the residual tensile

strength for the composite used in this study. The only interrupted specimens showing

significant reductions in tensile strength were those found to contain surface or sub-

surface cracks during scanning. Acoustic microscopy, oblique incidence shear wave, and

X-ray radiography techniques proved to be extremely useful in evaluating fiber displace-

ment and locating favorably-oriented cracks. Although reflection plate inspection was

unsuccessful in identifying damage produced during cyclic loading, slight variations in

fiber density due to fiber bunching were detected prior to mechanical testing. In situ

surface wave and longitudinal wave methods appeared to be more sensitive to property

changes and/or damage occurring in the material than the mechanically measured modulus.

Scanning electron microscopy and metallography were used to verify fatigue damage

detected using these methods. Information obtained from nondestructive evaluations has

been used to facilitate early detection of damage during fatigue testing of metal matrix

composites.

The results directly support the original research goals of correlating NDE results

to damage mechanisms and damage accumulation in MMCs.

The feasibility of early detection of damage during fatigue of MMC has a signifi-

cant impact on the Air Force mission of developing high-temperature materials for future

advanced weapon systems. This ability facilitates a confident design and use of advanced

composites in an aggressive and high-performance weapon system.

The technical details of this part of the work are contained in publications included

in Appendix A.

Phase II Results: One panel of the unidirectional eight-layer composite, PRDA panel #9,

was sectioned into specimens for testing. The specimens were analyzed using NDE tech-

niques prior to testing. X-ray tomography showed one region of fiber swimming, an

anomaly, which has been shown to reduce the strength of the composite. Ultrasonic C-

scans at 25 MHz were performed as well. Those results showed that two of the specimens
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are questionable for testing because anomalies existed at or near the gage sections that

could result in premature failure.

All specimens were cut in a dogbone geometry except for the straight-sided

specimen from the fiber-swimming region of the panel. The straight-sided specimen was

cut in half and tensile tests were performed on each specimen. One was tested at room

temperature, and the other at 427°C. Both tests had UTS values on the low end of the

scatterband. This can be attributed to the fact that stresses are higher at the gripped

sections for straight-sided specimens, and that the fibers were not properly aligned along

the length of the specimens.

It has been found that in situ ultrasonic longitudinal bulk wave and acoustic emis-

sion NDE techniques can be used to assess damage progression in an SCS-6/Ti-6A1-4V

composite under sustained load and IP TMF conditions. However, the ultrasonically-

determined modulus is not very sensitive to damage accumulation, which corresponds to

the measurements of minimum and maximum strain and small levels of creep strain dis-

played in the mechanical results. Ultrasonic amplitude monitoring, however, provides

information on damage progression within the composite. AE allows for the location and

characterization of composite damage to be determined due to new waveform analysis.

Of the two in situ techniques, the modal AE technique appears to offer more infor-

mation about composite damage characterization and location. Knowledge of the location

and type of damage on a real-time basis is key to predicting failure. By correlating acoustic

emission events with the time and load at which they occurred, comparisons between

different loading conditions can be achieved.

Metallographic and fracture surface analysis supported NDE information on damage

accumulation and characterization. Metallographic analysis provided vital information

about fracture mechanisms and defects, such as uncoated fibers and fibers broken in

processing, to determine a failure scenario and the stress range over which it is applicable.

Poor material properties such as tensile strength, creep and fatigue life were associated

with manufacturing anomalies causing consistently rapid failure in the composite speci-

mens. Fracture surface features such as tightly-bonded fibers, crushed fibers, and matrix
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crack growth existed in samples tested under both the sustained load and IP TMF test

conditions. At high stress levels, the damage mechanisms were consistent. As the stress

was reduced, cracks propagated to the surface, and the environment affected material

performance.

The specimen with the largest number of uncoated fibers demonstrated the shortest

life, leading to the belief that fiber coating played a significant role in the time-to-failure

in each specimen. More matrix-crack-growth regions of substantial area were present in

specimens tested at lower stresses. Therefore, crack growth represented a large portion of

the life of the material. Crack initiation at the fiber/matrix interface was a short period of

the overall life of the material.

NDE and metallography, in conjunction with mechanical test data, were used to

compare sustained load specimen failure to IP TMF specimen failure. Failure mechanisms

were concluded to be fiber-dominated in both test conditions. The IP TMF test is a longer

test than sustained load, however, by taking 15% of IP TMF time to be equal to sustained

load time, the data compares well between the two test types at a stress range of 100 MPa

below the UTS value. In comparing the results for SCS-6/Ti-6A1-4V with the SCS-6/

Timetal®21S material studied by Nicholas, the SCS-6/Ti-6A1-4V composite appears to be

both fiber-dominated from stress applied at temperature over time, and matrix-dominated

from fatigue in the matrix. The SEM fracture analysis of the SCS-6/Ti-6A1-4V composite

appears to confirm the observation that fatigue under IP TMF involves both fiber fracture

and matrix fatigue crack growth. The matrix dominance in composite failure appears to

increase as test stress level is decreased, both for sustained load and IP TMF test conditions.

A major difference between the two composite materials is the maximum temperature at

which they have been studied. The Ti-6-4 alloy appears to exhibit different strain ranges

in thermomechanical fatigue. The increase in the strain range causes matrix crack growth

to occur when initiation sites are present at fiber locations. The inefficiency factor appears

to differ between matrix alloys, primarily because no matrix fatigue is observed in the

Timetal composite, which is tested at a higher temperature.
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The technical details of this part of the work are contained in Mr. Clemons' thesis

included in Appendix B.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF DAMAGE PROGRESSION AND ITS
CORRELATION TO RESIDUAL STRENGTH IN A SIGMAITi-6242

COMPOSITE USING NONDESTRUCTIVE METHODS

Dianne M. Benson, Prasanna Karpur,
David A. Stubbs, and Theodore E. Matikas

University of Dayton Research Institute
300 College Park Avenue

Dayton, Ohio

ABSTRACT decrease in load carrying capability, frequent inspection
In this study, a novel approach of both global and and monitoring of these materials for detection and sizing of

localized damage assessment in metal matrix composites, flaws or other types of damage are necessary to insure
by means of nondestructive evaluation and damage structural integrity (Nayfeh, et al., 1984; Larson, et al.,
mechanics, was used to correlate NDE data and the 1993).
residual tensile strength of a six ply, unidirectional BP -Ir- the past, information regarding the -damage-_____
Sigma-1240 SiC/Ti-6AI-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo composite after being mechanisms occurring in a material was obtained by
isothermally fatigued. Baseline tension and fatigue curves observing the macroscopic mechanical response of
were generated since minimal information on this particular material specimens subjected to forces (static or cyclic),
metal matrix composite was available in the literature, temperatures (static or cyclic), and environments (oxidizing
Information obtained from these tests was used to pinpoint gas, turbine engine exhaust, etc.) representative of the
load levels and interruption points for subsequent target application. Typical mechanical responses
interrupted fatigue tests. The following nondestructive monitored include changes in stiffness, elongation, and
evaluation techniques were used to evaluate the test residual tensile strength. In addition to the mechanical
specimens before and after fatigue testing: (1) High response, metallographic examination of the material as
Frequency Scanning Acoustic Microscopy; (2) Oblique well as microscopic inspection or photography of the
Incidence Shear Waves; (3) Global 'Reflector Plate' specimen surface were used to reveal oxidation, cracking,
Ultrasonic Scanning; (4) Ultrasonic Surface Waves (10 MHz or other accumulated damage. These traditional methods
and less); (5) In Situ Surface and Longitudinal Waves; and proved useful for understanding propagation of self-similar
(6) X-Ray Radiography. After the inspections were cracks in both aerospace and automotive structures
completed, the specimens underwent a tension test to (monolithic). In addition, information gained from
determine the residual strength. Scanning electron inspections can be used to determine how often a
microscopy was used throughout this study to examine component needs to be inspected to detect growing cracks
fracture surfaces to gain a better understanding of the before they reach a critical size and cause failure of the
damage mechanisms present during isothermal fatigue structure as a whole (Karpur, et al., 1993).
loading. In addition to scanning electron microscopy, Unfortunately, many of the traditional inspection
metallography and other destructive methods were used in techniques provide somewhat limited information when
the correlation and verification of fatigue damage. The work applied to metal matrix composites because of the
has demonstrated the need for developing quantitative inhomogeneous, anisotropic nature of composites.
correlations between nondestructive evaluation results and Damage in the new advanced materials evolves in more
the material behavior of metal matrix composites. subtle forms than a dominant crack that can be quantified

primarily through measurements made on the surface of the
material. In some tests, a dominant crack is observed on

INTRODUCTION the surface of the composite, but distributed damage- can
Continuous fiber metal matrix composites (MMCs) have a also strongly influence the life of the composite (Johnson,

multitude of potential applications in situations requiring 1989; Chan and Davidson, 1990; Castelli, et al., 1992; Jira
light weight, high stiffness materials possessing high and Larsen, 1993; Neu, 1993; Neu and Roman, 1993; Russ,
temperature capability (Gabb, Gayda et al., 1990). Some of et al., 1995). A crack can be bridged either by fibers or
the potential applications for these materials are high ductile material which at elevated temperatures can be
performance aerospace vehicles, advanced aircraft degraded by environmental attack (Kortyna and Ashbaugh,
engines, missiles, advanced supersonic transports, and 1991; Nicholas and Russ, 1992). In addition, fibers- fail
advanced fighter aircraft (Johnson, 1991). Since all of within the material, microcracks form in the matrix (John
these applications involve cyclic loads that can lead to a and Ashbaugh, 1992; Butkus, et al., 1993), and matrix/fiber
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debonding occurs. Since these forms of damage are not unidirectional plate by abrasive water jet into dog-bone
readily observable or measurable, obtaining information on shaped, test specimens. All specimens were mechanically
these typical forms of damage from bulk averaged tested with the load applied in the longitudinal, or fiber,
measurements and other commonly used techniques for direction.
established materials is extremely difficult. Isothermal fatigue tests were conducted on a horizontal

Existing nondestructive evaluation techniques need to test frame incorporating a pneumatic ram for load control.
be evaluated, and new experimental capabilities need to be The test system was positioned horizontally to improve
developed to inspect metal matrix composites and to temperature control and to allow for proper extensometry
provide quantitative data because quantitative data is mounting. A 25 kN load cell was used, and loads were
essential for developing methodologies in life prediction controlled to within 0.1 kN. Specimens were positioned
studies (Johnson, 1991; John, et al., 1993; Neu, 1993). A horizontally in precisely- aligned, hydraulically-actuated,
review of the literature revealed only a few studies that rigid grips (Hartman, et al., 1988; Hartman and Russ, 1989;
quantitatively assessed the residual strength of metal Hartman and Buchanan, 1993). Gripping pressure was
matrix composites after expending a certain percentage of approximately 60 MPa. A symmetric, triangular load cycle
the proposed fatigue life (Reifsnider and Stinchcomb, 1986; was generated by a personal computer using control
Castelli, 1994). Therefore, the main objectives of this software developed by the University of Dayton (Hartman
research effort were to evaluate various NDE methods to and Ashbaugh, 1990). Axial strain was acquired throughout
study the evolution of isothermal fatigue damage and to the tests with a 12.7 mm gage length, high temperature,
correlate this information with the residual strength of the MTS extensometer containing quartz extension rods.
composite. Such correlations between damage, as it For the 500" C fatigue tests, the specimens were heated
evolves under simulated service conditions, and the using radiant energy, quartz lamp, heaters. Two heating
characterization results from NDE techniques are units were used, each containing four tungsten filament
necessary to produce successful life prediction quartz lamps. One heater was positioned above the top
methodologies, surface of the specimen and the other placed below, and

Several nondestructive evaluation methods have been each lamp was paired with another to form four controllable
used in this study to evaluate the int-rity of a material heating zones. A uniform temperature profile (+3"C) was
without compromising its mechanical properties. The NDE maintained throughout a 25 rrmm region centered along the
techniques used in this study are: (1) Scanning Acoustic length of the specimen. The quartz lamp outputs were
Microscopy; (2) Oblique Incidence Shear Waves; (3) Global controlled by commercial four-zone, digital, temperature
'Reflector Plate' Ultrasonic Scanning; (4) Ultrasonic controllers. Four type K thermocouples welded to the top
Surface Waves (10 MHz and less); (5) In Situ Surface and and bottom surfaces of the specimen were used for
Longitudinal Waves; and (6) X-Ray Radiography. temperature sensing. A more detailed description is

provided by Hartman et al. (Hartman, et al., 1988; Hartman
and Russ, 1989; Hartman and Buchanan, 1993). This

MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT heating system produced a temperature of 500 ± 3"C in the
The material system evaluated during this study consists specimen gauge section for the duration of the tests.

of unidirectional BP Sigma SM-1240 silicon carbide fibers in
a Ti-6AI-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo matrix. The six-ply composite was
manufactured by Howmet and was determined to have a PROCEDURES
fiber volume percentage of 24.5 ± 0.2%. Sigma SM1240 is This section outlines the procedures employed during the
a C/TiB 2 coated SiC fiber produced by BP Metal NDE and material behavior experiments. Baseline
Composites Ltd. The SiC is chemical vapor deposited onto experiments were conducted before the actual fatigue
a tungsten filament substrate. The fiber has a nominal experiments were conducted. NDE was used in all cases.
diameter of 100 microns (0.004 inch), and the duplex
protective coating is approximately two microns thick. Due
to the poor thermal shock resistance of the outer TIB 2  Baseline Tension and Fatigue Tests
coating, which causes fiber degradation during composite Since the literature contains minimal information on the
manufacture, Howmet developed a protective coating for Sigma/Ti-6242 composite system, baseline tension and
the fiber to reduce this problem. The matrix material, Ti-6AI- fatigue curves were generated. Two tension tests were
2Sn-4Zr-2Mo, is described as a near-a (x + IP alloy that has conducted at room temperature, and another two were
good mechanical heat resistance (Collins, 1984). The tested at 500C. This temperature was chosen since it
composite was produced by plasma melting the titanium represents the upper limit at which Ti-6242 is typically used
alloy powder to deposit the matrix material around a fiber (Collins, 1984). The tests were run in load control at a rate
array precision wrapped on a mandrel. Monotape lay-ups of 10 MPa/sec. Information obtained from these tests was
were subsequently produced by cutting and arranging the used in the selection of load levels and interruption points
fiber-reinforced "monotapes". Multilayered fiber-reinforced for subsequent fatigue tests.
composite panels were produced by hot consolidation of Baseline isothermal fatigue tests were conducted at room
monotape lay-ups using hot isostatic pressing. This temperature and 500'C as depicted in Figure 1. All tests
method reportedly offers the advantage of improved fiber were tension-tension fatigue, run in load-control with a
spacing control over conventional methods of TMC triangular waveform, a stress ratio of 0.1, and a frequency
(titanium matrix composites) fabrication (Hartman, et al., of 0.01 Hz. Six baseline fatigue tests were conducted at
1988). Specimens were cut from the consolidated, each temperature. The maximum applied stress for each
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test was chosen as a percentage of the baseline ultimate ultimate tensile strength.
tensile strength at that temperature: 60%, 65%, 72%, 80%, Nondestructive evaluation of the interrupted specimens
and 90% (with one sample at a repeated stress ratio). The was performed to characterize damage such as matrix
stress ratio was chosen to ensure consistency with cracking, fiber bridging, or cracked fibers. The following
previous work done on similar titanium matrix composites, methods were used to evaluate each specimen before and
and the frequency was selected to ensure a uniform loading after fatigue testing: High Frequency Scanning Acoustic
profile since pneumatic-actuated fatigue systems are Microscopy, Oblique Incidence Shear Waves, Reflector
limited in this regard at higher frequencies. Plate Ultrasonic Scanning, Immersion Surface Waves, and

X-Ray Radiography.
Following the nondestructive evaluation of the test

Interruoted Isothermal Fatigue Tests specimens, tension tests were conducted to determine
The maximum applied tensile stress for all interrupted residual strength. All tests were run in load control at a rate

fatigue tests was 65% of the ultimate tensile stress at the of 10 MPa/sec at room temperature.
corresponding temperature. This stress level was chosen
to yield a fatigue life that did not exceed 10 days due to time
constraints. The temperatures, frequencies, and stress Failure Analysis
ratios were consistent with the baseline tests. Baseline After testing, scanning electron microscopy,
curves, changes in modulus, and in situ surface wave data metallography, and other destructive methods were used to
were all used in the selection of appropriate interruption characterize fatigue damage. Qualitative and quantitative
points for each specimen. The interruption points relative data obtained from fatigue tests, nondestructive
to fatigue lives of baseline specimens tested at the same evaluations, and residual tensile tests were correlated with
stress level are shown in Figure 2. The in situ surface the observations made during destructive analyses.
wave technique was used to monitor progressive damage
throughout the room temperature tests (MacLellan, 1993).
Some of the room temperature specimens were interrupted RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
during testing, ultrasonically C-scanned in immersion
tanks, and then reinstalled in the fatigue fixture for
additional cycling if minimal damage was evident. Reflector Plate Ultrasonic Scanning

An isothermal fatigue test was conducted at room Reflector plate C-scans of the specimens obtained
temperature to monitor longitudinal waves traveling the before and after fatigue cycling indicated that the method
length of the specimen. A horizontal, servo-hydraulic test was unsuccessful in identifying fatigue cracks; however,
frame with specially machined grips for placement of the regions of attenuation of the ultrasound oriented
contact transducers at the ends of the specimen was perpendicular to the specimen axis were detected in all the
used. This test was tension-tension fatigue, run in load- specimens at all stages of testing. These indications are
control with a triangular waveform at a stress ratio of 0.1 possibly associated with the plasma spraying operation. No
and a frequency of 1 Hz. As with the interrupted fatigue other anomalies were evident in the reflector plate scans.
tests, the maximum applied tensile stress was 65% of the

S/N CURVES FOR SIGMA/TI-6242 COMPOSITE
FREQUENCY=0.01 HZIR=0.1
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Figure. 1--Baseline isothermal fatigue curves for Sigma/Ti-6242 composite at room temperature and 500'C. Solid
lines are drawn fo show the change of trend in the data only (not a curve fit).
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INTERRUPTION POINTS FOR ROOM TEMPERATURE AND
500C ISOTHERMAL FATIGUE
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Figure 2 Cycles accumulated prior to interruption or failure for fatigue specimens used in this study.

Immersion Surface Waves Oblique Incidence Shear Waves
An immersion surface wave C-scan of a 500"C baseline The oblique incidence shear wave technique was

sample tested at a maximum applied stress of 500 MPa somewhat successful in evaluating fiber alignment and
reveals several surface and subsurface cracks as shown in detecting some surface cracks; however, details were far
Figure 3. This particular sample (94-008) was removed from less apparent than those attained with acoustic
the fatigue fixture after exceeding 10,000 cycles due to microscopy. This method failed to identify any changes in
time constraints. This scan was calibrated such that the the fiber-matrix interface during fatigue cycling. The
full scale amplitude (black in this C-scan) in the color coded shortcomings of this method may be attributed to the small
scale represents the level of reflection from the polished diameter of the Sigma fiber (104 mm) used in the composite.
edge of a SigmaTi-6242 calibration block. None of the Other studies that have been successful in using this
specimens showed any evidence of surface or subsurface technique typically involved fibers with larger diameters
damage prior to testing. However, cracks formed during such as SCS-6 (142 mm). Lower frequency transducers (25
room temperature fatigue cycling in specimens 94-035 MHz) were originally used in this study; however, since the
(2237 cycles) and 94-042 (3168 cycles) as evidenced by wavelength of the resulting shear wave was larger than the
the immersion surface wave scans (Benson, 1995). The Sigma fiber diameter, good resolution was difficult to attain.
500"C interrupted fatigue samples tested at a maximum As the transducer frequency was increased to 50 MHz, the
applied stress of 540 MPa, on the other hand, revealed no wavelength decreased to 92 mm, but attenuation of the
signs of significant damage after being removed from the shear wave signal increased which hindered data
fatigue fixture. acquisition. In addition to these difficulties, the undulating

nature of the fibers made detection and proper gating of the
ultrasonic signal extremely difficult.

Scanning Acoustic Microscopy
The 100 MHz transducer used during this study produced

Rayleigh waves that penetrated the composite to a depth of
approximately 0.03 mm; however, the outer layer of matrix ' ,,b-t Ve* 4- 4 1l#i e ir. -
material for this composite measured 0.160 mm. Since the 1t
imaging of fibers was desirable, longitudinal waves ,. !
produced by the acoustic microscope were monitored .1 0.-e .4 , , . 4
instead. Since the full scale amplitude (black in these C-
scans) represents high levels of reflection, the fibers in the Figure 3--Immersion surface wave C-scan of specimen 94-
first ply of the gauge section appear as dark lines in the C- 008 (500"C, 500 MPa, 10 000 cycles).
scan of a room temperature fatigue specimen. Fiber
alignment in the first ply was successfully evaluated using
this method.
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NORMALIZED SURFACE WAVE AMPLITUDE
SPECIMEN #94-027 DURING ISOTHERMAL FATIGUE
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Figure 4 In situ surface wave amplitude plot for specimen 94-027.

In situ Surface Waves tested under identical conditions. An alignment fixture is
In situ surface wave results were similar to those recommended for future testing to ensure standardization.

obtained before by other researchers (MacLellan, 1993). A
large, initial decrease of the pitch-catch ultrasonic
amplitude was typically seen during the first few cycles and In situ Longitudinal Waves
may be an indication of fiber/matrix debonding. Some In situ longitudinal wave results for specimen 94-046
specimens subsequently displayed an increase in tested at room temperature at a frequency of 1 Hz are
amplitude. This observation was also made by MacLellan shown in Figure 5 (note the different y-axis scales). A
(Testa and Burger, 1982), although the actual cause of the comparison between changes in longitudinal wave
observation is still being investigated at this time. Following amplitude and modulus (measured using extensometer
this slight increase, the transmitted amplitude gradually displacement measurements) yielded similar results;
decreased until failure occurred. The gradual decrease in however, the normalized results show that the modulus
surface wave amplitude is believed to be due to reflection decreased by about 3% prior to failure, whereas the
and scattering of the ultrasound from damage developing in longitudinal wave amplitude decreased by 17% prior to
the material as cycles are applied. A surface wave failure. The longitudinal wave amplitude method,therefore,
amplitude plot for specimen 94-027 is shown in Figure 4. appears to be more sensitive to property changes and/or
This specimen, which was cycled at a maximum applied damage occurring in the material under study.
stress of 740 MPa at room temperature, failed after 4191
cycles.

Some difficulties encountered when using this technique X-Ray Radiography
may have affected the results. First of all, the transmitted Regions of fiber displacement were easily detected in the
surface wave amplitude was extremely sensitive to slight X-ray radiographs taken during this study. Additionally,
movements of the ultrasonic transducer wedges. In cracks were apparent in the Sigma/Ti-6242 unidirectional
addition, the potential for error exists during the manual composites using magnification. The cracks were
alignment of wedges to maximize the transmitted signal. detectable because the fiber breaks appeared as gaps in
These practices may have contributed to the variability the tungsten core, and all specimens were unidirectional
present in the surface wave amplitude plots of specimens which facilitated detection.
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SPECIMEN 94-046: 65% UTS/ROOM TEMP/1 Hz
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Figure 5 in situ longitudinal wave amplitude versus mechanically measured modulus of specimen 94-046.

RESIDUAL TENSILE STRENGTH OF ISOTHERMALLY
FATIGUED SIGMAITi-6242 COMPOSITE SAMPLES
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Figure 6 Residual tensile strengths of the interrupted fatigue specimens.

Correlating Observed Damage With sub-surface cracking possessed residual tensile strengths
Residual Tensile Strength comparable with the baseline values.

Figure 6 shows the residual tensile strengths and moduli
of the interrupted specimens. The only specimens showing
significant reductions in tensile strength were 94-035 (2237 Damage Mechanisms Involved in Producing
cycles), 94-042 (3168 cycles), and 94-008 (10 000 cycles). Indications During Nondestructive Evaluation
These results correspond well with the findings of the Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) of the fracture
immersion surface wave scans which revealed the surfaces of baseline specimens revealed fatigue that
presence of surface and sub-surface cracks in these initiated at the fiber/matrix interface and propagated radially
samples. Specimens showing no evidence of surface or outward. This failure mechanism was detected in both the

room temperature and 500'C specimens. Failure of the
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matrix surrounding some fibers apparently preceded fiber Sigma-1240/Ti-6242 composite has been demonstrated
failure and subsequent overload. Fibers near the edges are through correlation of immersion and in situ ultrasonic data
more susceptible because constraints to failure are with residual tensile strength. This study was conducted
reduced once the matrix crack reaches an edge. because correlations between damage, as it evolves under
Metallographic analyses of damaged regions were simulated service conditions, and the results from
consistent with SEM findings. Cracks propagating away nondestructive evaluations are necessary to produce
from the fiber/matrix interface are evident, successful life prediction methodologies.

In order to verify damage detected during nondestructive Of the eight NDE methods evaluated, immersion surface
evaluations, scanning electron microscopy and wave scanning best correlated fatigue crack damage with
metallography were used to evaluate all interrupted the residual tensile strength for this particular composite.
specimens after the residual tension tests. Little, if any, The only interrupted specimens showing significant
fatigue damage was detected on the fracture surfaces of reductions in tensile strength were those found to contain
specimens that possessed a residual tensile strength near surface or sub-surface cracks during scanning. However,
100%. Minimal fatigue damage was observed near the acoustic microscopy, oblique incidence shear wave, and X-
fiber/matrix interface of specimen 94-045 (5114 cycles, ray radiography techniques also proved to be extremely
500"C) which displayed a slight* decrease in tensile useful in evaluating fiber displacement and locating
strength. On the other hand, significant fatigue damage favorably oriented cracks. Although reflection plate
was detected on the fracture surfaces of specimens that inspection was unsuccessful in identifying fatigue crack
displayed a reduction in tensile strength after fatigue: 94- damage, slight variations in material density, possibly
035 (2237 cycles, RT), 94-042 (3168 cycles, RT), and 94- related to composite processing, were detected prior to
008 (10,000 cycles, 500"C, 500 MPa). Most of the visible testing. The in situ longitudinal wave method was more
fatigue damage was located near the outer surface of the sensitive to property changes and/or damage occurring in
specimens; however, fatigue damage at the fiber/matrix the material than the mechanically measured modulus. The
interface was also present. These findings correspond well in situ surface wave technique, on the other hand, was less
with the NDE results as well as the residual tension tests. successful detecting damage in this particular composite

when compared to work done on SCS-6/Beta 21-S metal
matrix composites (MacLellan, 1993). Different modes of

SUMMARY failure in the two composite systems may explain the in situ
The immersion surface wave technique proved to be the surface wave results.

one of the most promising methods for correlating fatigue Scanning electron microscopy and metallography were
crack damage with the residual tensile strength for this useful for verifying fatigue damage detected using the NDE
composite. The only interrupted specimens showing methods. Little, if any, fatigue crack damage was detected
significant reductions in tensile strength were those found on the fracture surfaces of specimens that possessed a
to contain surface or subsurface cracks during scanning. residual tensile strength near 100% of ultimate tensile
Other NDE techniques were useful in evaluating fiber strength (UTS). On the other hand, significant fatigue
alignment and detecting some favorably oriented cracks; damage was detected on the fracture surfaces of
however, each method had its own limitations when applied specimens that displayed a reduction in tensile strength
to this material. Since fatigue crack damage typically after fatigue.
developed at the fiber-matrix interface of fibers located Information obtained from nondestructive evaluations
near an edge or exterior ply, immersion surface wave augmented the mechanical test data and facilitated early
scanning was an ideal NDE technique for this particular detection of damage. This work demonstrated that these
composite. Different modes of failure in other composite findings can be used for developing quantitative
systems may dictate the use of the other NDE methods to correlations between nondestructive evaluation findings
detect damage. and material behavior of metal matrix composites.

Crack length measurements made from immersion
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ABSTRACT: Correlations between damage, as it evolves under simulated service conditions,

and the results produced from nondestructive evaluation (NDE) techniques are useful in

establishing successful life prediction methodologies in metal matrix composites. Traditional

characterization techniques provide limited information on the failure mechanisms in metal matrix

composites because of the complexities caused by the inhomogeneous, anisotropic nature of these

materials. In addition, the currently used destructive techniques yield only qualitative information

on the internal damage of composites. Very little quantitative information exists correlating the

internal damage with property changes in the material such as stiffness, elongation, and residual

strength. This research effort correlated NDE results with the residual tensile strength of a six-ply,

unidirectional BP Sigma-1240 SiC/Ti-6A1-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo composite after being isothermally

fatigued. Baseline tension and fatigue curves were initially generated since minimal information on

this particular metal matrix composite was available in the literature. Information obtained from

these tests was used to pinpoint load levels and interruption points for subsequent interrupted

fatigue tests. The following nondestructive evaluation techniques were used to evaluate the test

specimens before and after fatigue testing: (1) Scanning Acoustic Microscopy; (2) Oblique

Incidence Shear Wave Scanning; (3) Reflector Plate Ultrasonic Scanning; (4) Immersion Surface

Wave Scanning; (5) In Situ Surface and Longitudinal Waves; and (6) X-Ray Radiography.

Following the interrupted fatigue tests, the composite specimens were nondestructively evaluated

again prior to the residual tension tests to determine the residual strength. Scanning electron

microscopy and metallography were used in the correlation and verification of fatigue damage.

From these results, the immersion surface wave technique proved to be the most promising method

for correlating damage with the residual tensile strength for this particular composite. This paper

presents the results from each of the NDE techniques and examines the correlation among the

techniques, other destructive methods, and the residual tensile strength.

KEY WORDS: nondestructive evaluation, metal matrix composites, residual tensile strength,

isothermal fatigue, scanning acoustic microscopy, oblique incidence shear waves, reflector plate

inspection, in situ surface acoustic waves, in situ longitudinal acoustic waves
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Introduction

Continuous fiber metal matrix composites (MMCs) have a multitude of potential

applications in situations requiring light weight, high stiffness materials possessing high

temperature capability [1]. Some of the potential applications for these materials are high

performance aerospace vehicles, advanced aircraft engines, missiles, advanced supersonic

transports, and advanced fighter aircraft [2]. Since all of these applications involve cyclic loads

that can lead to a decrease in load carrying capability, frequent inspection and monitoring of these

materials for detection and sizing of flaws or other types of damage are necessary to insure

structural integrity [3, 4].

In the past, information regarding the damage mechanisms occurring in a material was

obtained by observing the macroscopic mechanical response of material specimens subjected to

forces (static or cyclic), temperatures (static or cyclic), and environments (oxidizing gas, turbine

engine exhaust, etc.) representative of the target application. Typical mechanical responses

monitored include changes in stiffness, elongation, and residual tensile strength. In addition to the

mechanical response, metallographic examination of the material as well as microscopic inspection

or photography of the specimen surface were used to reveal oxidation, cracking, or other

accumulated damage. These traditional methods proved useful for understanding propagation of

self-similar cracks in both aerospace and automotive structures. In addition, information gained

from inspections can be used to determine how often a component needs to be inspected to detect

growing cracks before they reach a critical size and cause failure of the structure as a whole [5].

Unfortunately, many of the traditional inspection techniques provide somewhat limited

information when applied to metal matrix composites because of the inhomogeneous, anisotropic

nature of composites. Damage in the new advanced materials evolves in more subtle forms than a

dominant crack that can be quantified primarily through measurements made on the surface of the

material. In some tests, a dominant crack is observed on the surface of the composite, but

distributed damage can also strongly influence the life of the composite [6-11]. A crack can be

bridged either by fibers or ductile material which at elevated temperatures can be degraded by
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environmental attack [12, 13]. In addition, fibers fail within the material, microcracks form in the

matrix [14, 15], and matrix/fiber debonding occurs. Since these forms of damage are not readily

observable or measurable, obtaining information on these typical forms of damage from bulk

averaged measurements and other commonly used techniques for established materials is extremely

difficult.

Existing nondestructive evaluation techniques need to be evaluated, and new experimental

capabilities need to be developed to inspect metal matrix composites and to provide quantitative

data because quantitative data is essential for developing methodologies in life prediction studies

[2, 9, 16]. A review of the literature revealed only a few studies that quantitatively assessed the

residual strength of metal matrix composites after expending a certain percentage of the proposed

fatigue life [17, 18]. Therefore, the main objectives of this research effort were to evaluate various

NDE methods to study the evolution of isothermal fatigue damage and to correlate this information

with the residual strength of the composite. Such correlations between damage, as it evolves under

simulated service conditions, and the characterization results from NDE techniques are necessary to

produce successful life prediction methodologies.

Background

Nondestructive evaluation methods can be used to evaluate the integrity of a material

without compromising its mechanical properties. Each of the NDE techniques used in this study

is described in the following paragraphs.

Nondestructive Evaluation Techniques

High Frequency Scanning Acoustic Microscopy (SAM)

Ultrasonic Scanning Acoustic Microscopy (SAM) is a nondestructive method used for

quantifying material elastic properties, detecting surface and subsurface crack initiation and

growth, and assessing fiber-matrix interfacial damage [ 19]. Acoustic microscopy uses an

ultrasonic beam diameter that is smaller than the fiber diameter allowing for evaluation of

microscopic and macroscopic variations. The Scanning Acoustic Microscope was developed by



Quate et al. [20] for the nondestructive evaluation of integrated circuits [2 1] and has been

extensively studied by Briggs et al. [22, 23]. The primary contrast mechanism in a SAM is the

presence of leaky Rayleigh waves that are very sensitive to local mechanical properties of the

materials under study. Since the generation and propagation of the leaky Rayleigh waves are

affected by the material properties, imaging of even subtle changes of the mechanical properties is

possible. The SAM can be used to understand the flaw initiation and growth mechanisms at the

surface as well as the subsurface depths when the transducer is suitably defocused. In general,

delaminations, fiber/matrix debonds, matrix cracking, bunched fibers, broken fibers, voids, and

fiber orientation have been detected and verified using this technique [5]. Materials studies that

have successfully used this technique are described in greater detail in literature [24-27].

Oblique Incidence Shear Waves

This technique can be used to characterize the fiber-matrix bond rigidity and load transfer

efficiency in composites [21, 28]. This method produces shear wave propagation in the composite

through mode conversion of the incident longitudinal energy at the water/composite interface. The

use of this particular method has some advantages compared to other NDE techniques. First of all,

resolution capabilities are enhanced since the shear wave velocity is lower than the longitudinal

wave velocity for a given frequency. Secondly, a shear wave incident on the interface between the

matrix and the fiber applies stresses that are tangential to the fiber circumference. This method has

been used in monitoring the deterioration of the fiber-matrix interface due to elevated temperature

tests [5] and evaluating fiber alignment and porosity levels in a composite [29].

Reflector Plate Ultrasonic Scanning

This technique is similar to conventional through-transmission ultrasonic scanning but uses

a reflector plate instead of a receiving transducer. During scanning of the test specimen, ultrasonic

waves pass through a test specimen to a glass "reflector plate" beneath the specimen. The waves

reflect off the plate and then travel through the specimen a second time before returning to the
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transducer. The transducer is scanned in a raster pattern acquiring data at regularly spaced X,Y

locations. The amplitudes of the gated, reflected signals are plotted as a function of X and Y

locations to produce a C-scan. This technique has been used to screen out defective and

improperly made test samples prior to material behavior studies, thus reducing data scatter due to

manufacturing defects. Since this technique is sensitive to changes in material density and elastic

modulus [30], reflection plate inspection has also been used in identifying damage produced during

cyclic loading [31].

Ultrasonic Surface Waves

Surface wave (or Rayleigh wave) techniques provide a useful, nondestructive evaluation of

near-surface material damage. Surface waves can only penetrate the surface of a material to a depth

of approximately one wavelength and are extremely sensitive to the presence of small surface or

subsurface cracks. Attenuation of the surface wave is dependent upon the amount of scattering

caused by cracks, material grains, other surface anomalies, as well as absorption by the material.

The change in attenuation and velocity of surface waves can be used as a good indication of

possible changes in the surface and subsurface areas of the material due to cracking and property

gradients [32-34]. Immersion pulse-echo ultrasonic inspection using surface waves was used

during this research effort to produce C-scan type images of the specimens. In addition, in situ

contact surface waves were used, as proposed by MacLellan [31], to monitor progressive damage.

X-Ray Radiography

X-ray radiography is based on the differential absorption of penetrating electromagnetic

radiation. Unabsorbed X-rays passing through the part produce an image correlating to variations

in thickness or density and is recorded on photographic film. In general, radiography can detect

only features that have an appreciable thickness in a direction parallel to the radiation beam. The

ability to detect planar discontinuities such as cracks depends on proper orientation of the part to

obtain the optimum X-ray absorption differences. An advantage of radiography is the ability to
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detect flaws located well below the surface of the part [35]. The X-ray radiography was selected

for its capability to image fiber alignment and material abnormalities oriented perpendicular to the

material surface as well as its potential in detecting cracks oriented parallel to the X-ray beam. X-

ray radiography has been used successfully to detect fiber swimming and misalignment in MMCs

[30].

Materials and Equipment

Material

The material system evaluated during this study consists of unidirectional BP Sigma SM-

1240 silicon carbide fibers in a Ti-6A1-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo matrix. The six-ply composite was

manufactured by Howmet' and was determined to have a fiber volume percentage of 24.5 ± 0.2%.

Sigma SM1240 is a C/TiB2 coated SiC fiber produced by BP Metal Composites Ltd.2 The SiC is

chemical vapor deposited onto a tungsten filament substrate. The fiber has a nominal diameter of

100 microns (0.004 inch), and the duplex protective coating is approximately two microns thick.

Due to the poor thermal shock resistance of the outer TiB2 coating, which causes fiber degradation

during composite manufacture, Howmet developed a protective coating for the fiber to reduce this

problem. The matrix material, Ti-6A1-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo, is described as a near-a a + b alloy that has

good mechanical heat resistance [36].

The composite was produced by plasma melting the titanium alloy powder to deposit the

matrix material around a fiber array precision wrapped on a mandrel. Monotape lay-ups were

subsequently produced by cutting and arranging the fiber-reinforced "monotapes". Multilayered

fiber-reinforced composite panels were produced by hot consolidation of monotape lay-ups using

hot isostatic pressing. This method reportedly offers the advantage of improved fiber spacing

control over conventional methods of TMC (titanium matrix composites) fabrication [37].

Howmet Corporation, Operhall Research Center, Whitehall, Michigan.
2 BP Metals Composites, Ltd., Farnborough, England.
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Specimens were cut from the consolidated, unidirectional plate by abrasive water jet into

dog-bone shaped, test specimens (Figure 1). All specimens were mechanically tested with the load

applied in the longitudinal, or fiber, direction.

Ultrasonic Test Equipment

The ultrasonic data acquisition and imaging system used for reflection plate inspection and

immersion surface wave scanning consisted of a five-axis mechanical scanning system with 0.025

mm minimum step size (the actual resolution of the system is dependent on the ultrasonic

frequency used and is generally larger than the step size), broadband ultrasonic spike

pulser/receiver, and a 100 MHz, 8 bit signal digitizer. Data acquisition and imaging were

controlled by a computer with custom software. Information about the transducers used during the

scans are listed in Table 1. The glass plate used during reflection plate inspection was 18 mm

thick.

The ultrasonic data acquisition and imaging system used for oblique incidence shear wave

scanning and acoustic microscopy also consisted of a five-axis mechanical scanning system with

0.025 mm resolution. However, the broadband pulser/receiver used had a wider bandwidth and a

shorter pulse necessary for high frequency scanning. In addition, a 2 GHz, 8 bit digitizer was

used. As mentioned previously, data acquisition and imaging were controlled by a digital

computer with custom software. Information about the high frequency transducers used during the

scans are also listed in Table 1.

Equipment used to generate, receive, and digitize ultrasonic signals during in situ ultrasonic

testing consisted of a broadband (35 MHz) ultrasonic spike pulser/receiver and a personal

computer equipped with a 100 MHz, 8-bit resolution data acquisition board for digitization of the

ultrasonic signal [31]. Surface wave transducers and wedges were necessary for in situ surface

wave monitoring (Figure 2a), and in situ longitudinal wave testing required a fatigue test frame

with grips machined specially for placement of the ultrasonic transducers at the ends of the

specimens (Figure 2b). Broadband contact transducers possessing a center frequency of 10 MHz
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were used for both in situ surface wave and longitudinal wave monitoring. Mode conversion

wedges were specially manufactured by Panametrics3 to produce surface waves in titanium matrix

composites. The primary couplant used to provide good acoustic coupling during testing was

Vaseline Petroleum Jelly. It was used because its viscous nature prevents significant evaporation

of the couplant over time intervals of 100 hours or more. An alternate couplant,

THERMOSONIC®, a high temperature (0-500'F) couplant manufactured by Echo Ultrasound4 ,

was used during in situ longitudinal wave characterization. All in situ tests were conducted at

room temperature.

A standard film-based X-ray system was used to take the X-ray radiographs. Typical

energies were 60 to 80 KeV with 5 mA current. Exposure times ranges from 30 to 60 seconds,

and high resolution film was used. The system was set up to give a 1:1 specimen-size-to-image-

size exposure. Previous work showed that this system could image individual fibers in MMCs

[301.

Mechanical Test Equipment

Isothermal fatigue tests were conducted on a horizontal test frame incorporating a

pneumatic ram for load control. The test system was positioned horizontally to improve

temperature control and to allow for proper extensometry mounting. A 25 kN load cell was used,

and loads were controlled to within 0.1 kN. Specimens were positioned horizontally in precisely-

aligned, hydraulically-actuated, rigid grips [37-39]. Gripping pressure was approximately 60

MPa. A symmetric, triangular load cycle was generated by a personal computer using control

software developed by the University of Dayton [40]. Axial strain was acquired throughout the

tests with a 12.7 mm gage length, high temperature, MTS extensometer containing quartz

extension rods.

For the 500* C fatigue tests, the specimens were heated using radiant energy, quartz lamp,

heaters. Two heating units were used, each containing four tungsten filament quartz lamps. One

3 Panametrics, Waltham, Massachusetts.
4 Echo Ultrasound, Reedsville, Pennsylvania.
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heater was positioned above the top surface of the specimen and the other placed below, and each

lamp was paired with another to form four controllable heating zones. A uniform temperature

profile (±3°C) was maintained throughout a 25 mm region centered along the length of the

specimen. The quartz lamp outputs were controlled by commercial four-zone, digital, temperature

controllers. Four type K thermocouples welded to the top and bottom surfaces of the specimen

were used for temperature sensing. A more detailed description is provided by Hartman et al. [37-

39]. This heating system produced a temperature of 500 ± 3°C in the specimen gauge section for

the duration of the tests.

Procedures

Baseline Tension and Fatigue Tests

Since the literature contains minimal information on the Sigma/Ti-6242 composite system,

baseline tension and fatigue curves were generated. Two tension tests were conducted at room

temperature, and another two were tested at 500'C. This temperature was chosen since it

represents the upper limit at which Ti-6242 is typically used [36]. The tests were run in load

control at a rate of 10 MPa/sec. Information obtained from these tests was used in the selection of

load levels and interruption points for subsequent fatigue tests.

Baseline isothermal fatigue tests were conducted at room temperature and 500"C as

depicted in Figure 3. All tests were tension-tension fatigue, run in load-control with a triangular

waveform, a stress ratio of 0.1, and a frequency of 0.01 Hz. Six baseline fatigue tests were

conducted at each temperature. The maximum applied stress for each test was chosen as a

percentage of the baseline ultimate tensile strength at that temperature: 60%, 65%, 72%, 80%, and

90%. The stress ratio was chosen to ensure consistency with previous work done on similar

titanium matrix composites, and the frequency was selected to ensure a uniform loading profile

since pneumatic-actuated fatigue systems are limited in this regard at higher frequencies.
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Interrupted Isothermal Fatigue Tests

The maximum applied tensile stress for all interrupted fatigue tests was 65% of the ultimate

tensile stress at the corresponding temperature. This stress level was chosen to yield a fatigue life

that did not exceed 10 days due to time constraints. The temperatures, frequencies, and stress

ratios were consistent with the baseline tests. Baseline curves, changes in modulus, and in situ

surface wave data were all used in the selection of appropriate interruption points for each

specimen. The interruption points relative to fatigue lives of baseline specimens tested at the same

stress level are shown in Figure 4. The in situ surface wave technique was used to monitor

progressive damage throughout the room temperature tests [31]. Some of the room temperature

specimens were interrupted during testing, ultrasonically C-scanned in immersion tanks, and then

reinstalled in the fatigue fixture for additional cycling if minimal damage was evident.

One isothermal fatigue test was conducted at room temperature to monitor longitudinal

waves traveling the length of the specimen. A horizontal, servo-hydraulic test frame with specially

machined grips for placement of the contact transducers at the ends of the specimen (Figure 2b)

was used. This test was tension-tension fatigue, run in load-control with a triangular waveform at a

stress ratio of 0.1 and a frequency of 1 Hz. As with the interrupted fatigue tests, the maximum

applied tensile stress was 65% of the ultimate tensile strength.

Nondestructive evaluation of the interrupted specimens was performed to characterize

damage such as matrix cracking, fiber bridging, or cracked fibers. The following methods were

used to evaluate each specimen before and after fatigue testing: High Frequency Scanning Acoustic

Microscopy, Oblique Incidence Shear Waves, Reflector Plate Ultrasonic Scanning, Immersion

Surface Waves, and X-Ray Radiography.

Following the nondestructive evaluation of the test specimens, tension tests were conducted

to determine residual strength. All tests were run in load control at a rate of 10 MPa/sec at room

temperature.
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Failure Analysis

After testing, scanning electron microscopy, metallography, and other destructive methods

were used to characterize fatigue damage. Qualitative and quantitative data obtained from fatigue

tests, nondestructive evaluations, and residual tensile tests were correlated with the observations

made during destructive analyses.

Results and Discussion

Feasibility of Nondestructive Techniques for Evaluating Damage Evolution and Material Behavior

Reflector Plate Ultrasonic Scanning

Reflector plate C-scans of specimen #94-047 at various points in its fatigue life are shown

in Figure 5. This specimen was fatigue-tested at room temperature and the testing was interrupted

three times during fatigue cycling (1000 cycles, 1965 cycles, 3822 cycles at a maximum applied

stress of 800 MPa) and ultrasonically scanned (in an immersion tank, off the load frame). The C-

scans were calibrated such that the full scale amplitudes (white in these C-scans) in the color coded

scales represented the level of ultrasonic transmission in a Ti-6-4 specimen of similar thickness.

Slight differences in amplitude from one image to the next represent typical variances in the

calibration process. Regions of attenuation of the ultrasound oriented perpendicular to the

specimen axis are apparent at all stages of testing and do not appear to change significantly during

testing. These regions are possibly caused by localized bunching of fibers along the width of the

specimen as indicated in Figure 6 (metallograph of the edge of the sample). Many of the

specimens fatigue tested during this study failed adjacent to one of these attenuated regions. No

other anomalies were evident in the reflection plate scans.

Immersion Surface Waves

Immersion surface wave scans of room temperature fatigue specimens interrupted prior to

failure are shown in Figure 7. All scans were calibrated such that the full scale amplitudes (black
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in these C-scans) in the color coded scales represent the level of reflection from the polished edge

of a Sigma/Ti-6242 calibration block. Attenuation was reduced by 12 dB prior to scanning of the

actual specimens to increase detection sensitivity. None of the specimens showed any evidence of

surface or subsurface damage prior to testing. However, cracks formed (all the cracks nucleated at

the edges) during room temperature fatigue cycling in specimens #94-035 (2237 cycles) and #94-

042 (3168 cycles) as evidenced by the immersion surface wave scans. The 500'C interrupted

fatigue samples, on the other hand, revealed no signs of significant damage after being interrupted.

One exception is a 500'C baseline sample tested at a maximum applied stress of 500 MPa. This

particular sample (#94-008) was removed from the fatigue fixture after exceeding 10,000 cycles

due to time constraints. An immersion surface wave scan of this sample revealed several surface

and subsurface cracks.

High Frequency Scanning Acoustic Microscopy

The 100 MHz transducer used during this study produced Rayleigh waves that penetrated

the composite to a depth of approximately 0.03 mm; however, the outer layer of matrix material for

this composite measured 0.160 mm. Since the imaging of fibers was desirable, longitudinal waves

produced by the acoustic microscope were monitored instead. Since the full scale amplitude (black

in these C-scans) represents high levels of reflection, the fibers in the first ply of the gauge section

appear as dark lines in the C-scan of a 500'C fatigue specimen shown in Figure 8. Fiber alignment

in the first ply was successfully evaluated using this method. In addition, some possible fiber

breaks and surface cracks were detected.

Oblique Incidence Shear Waves

Oblique incidence shear wave C-scans of two failed specimens #94-046 (8563 cycles) and

#94-047 (3822 cycles) are shown in Figure 9. Both specimens were tested at room temperature

with a maximum applied stress of 800 MPa, at frequencies of 1 Hz and 0.01 Hz, respectively.

This technique was 'somewhat successful' in evaluating fiber alignment and detecting some

surface cracks; however, details were far less apparent than those attained with acoustic
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microscopy. This method failed to identify any changes in the fiber-matrix interface during fatigue

cycling. The shortcomings of this method may be attributed to the small diameter of the Sigma

fiber (104 mm) used in the composite. Other studies that have been successful in using this

technique typically involved fibers with larger diameters such as SCS-6 (142 mm). Lower

frequency transducers (25 MHz) were originally used in this study; however, since the wavelength

of the resulting shear wave was larger than the Sigma fiber diameter, good resolution was difficult

to attain. As the transducer frequency was increased to 50 MHz, the wavelength decreased to 92

mm, but attenuation of the shear wave signal increased which hindered data acquisition. In

addition to these difficulties, the undulating nature of the fibers made detection and proper gating of

the ultrasonic signal extremely difficult.

In Situ Surface and Longitudinal Waves

In situ surface wave results were similar to those obtained by MacLellan [31 ]. A large,

initial decrease of the pitch-catch ultrasonic amplitude was typically seen during the first few cycles

and may be an indication of fiber/matrix debonding. Some specimens subsequently displayed an

increase in amplitude. This observation was also made by MacLellan [32], although the actual

cause of the observation is still being investigated at this time. Following this slight increase, the

transmitted amplitude gradually decreased until failure occurred. The gradual decrease in surface

wave amplitude is believed to be due to reflection and scattering of the ultrasound from damage

developing in the material as cycles are applied. A surface wave amplitude plot for specimen #94-

027 is shown in Figure 10. This specimen, which was cycled at a maximum applied stress of 740

MPa at room temperature, failed after 4191 cycles.

Some difficulties encountered when using this technique may have affected the results.

First of all, the transmitted surface wave amplitude was extremely sensitive to slight movements of

the wedges. In addition, the potential for error exists during the manual alignment of wedges to

maximize the transmitted signal. These practices may have contributed to the variability present in
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the surface wave amplitude plots of specimens tested under identical conditions. An alignment

fixture is recommended for future testing to ensure standardization.

In situ longitudinal wave results for specimen #94-046 tested at room temperature at a

frequency of I Hz are shown in Figure 11 (note the y-axis scales). A comparison between

changes in longitudinal wave amplitude and modulus (measured using extensometer displacement

measurements) yielded similar results; however, the normalized results show that the modulus

decreased by about 3% prior to failure, whereas the longitudinal wave amplitude decreased by 17%

prior to failure. The longitudinal wave amplitude method is clearly more sensitive to property

changes and/or damage occurring in the material under study.

X-Ray Radiography

Regions of low fiber density and fiber displacement were easily detected in the X-ray

radiographs taken during this study. Additionally, cracks were apparent in the Sigma/Ti-6242

unidirectional composites using magnification. The cracks were detectable because the fiber breaks

appeared as gaps in the tungsten core, and all specimens were unidirectional which facilitated

detection.

Summary_

In general, reflector plate method was successful in identifying high fiber density regions

caused by bunched fibers. The immersion surface wave technique, on the other hand, succeeded

in detecting surface and subsurface cracks. Scanning acoustic microscopy, oblique incidence shear

waves, and X-ray radiography were effective in evaluating fiber alignment and some favorably

oriented fatigue cracks.

Correlating Observed Damage With Residual Tensile Strength

Table 2 lists the residual tensile strengths and moduli of the interrupted specimens. This

information is also shown graphically in Figure 12. The only specimens showing significant
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reductions in tensile strength were #94-035 (2237 cycles), #94-042 (3168 cycles), and #94-008

(10,000 cycles). These results correspond well with the findings of the immersion surface wave

scans which revealed the presence of surface and sub-surface cracks in these samples. The

reduction in tensile strength does not appear to be related to the number of cracks detected; rather,

crack size seems to be more indicative of residual tensile strength in this particular composite.

Specimens showing no evidence of surface or sub-surface cracking possessed residual tensile

strengths comparable with the baseline values.

Damage Mechanisms Involved in Producing Indications During Nondestructive Evaluation

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) of the fracture surfaces of baseline specimens

revealed fatigue cracks that initiated at the fiber/matrix interface and propagated radially outward as

depicted in Figure 13. This failure mechanism was detected in both the room temperature and

500'C specimens. Failure of the matrix surrounding some fibers apparently preceded fiber failure

and subsequent overload. Fibers near the edges are more susceptible because constraints to failure

are reduced once the matrix crack reaches an edge. Metallographic analyses of damaged regions

were consistent with SEM findings as shown in Figure 14. Cracks propagating away from the

fiber/matrix interface are evident.

In order to verify damage detected during nondestructive evaluations, scanning electron

microscopy and metallography were used to evaluate all interrupted specimens after the residual

tension tests. Little, if any, fatigue damage was detected on the fracture surfaces of specimens that

possessed a residual tensile strength near 100%. Minimal fatigue damage was observed near the

fiber/matrix interface of specimen #94-045 (5114 cycles, 500°C) which displayed a slight decrease

in tensile strength. On the other hand, significant fatigue damage was detected on the fracture

surfaces of specimens that displayed a reduction in tensile strength after fatigue: #94-035 (2237

cycles, RT), #94-042 (3168 cycles, RT), and #94-008 (10,000 cycles, 500'C, 500 MPa). Most

of the visible fatigue damage was located near the outer surface of the specimens; however, fatigue
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damage at the fiber/matrix interface was also present. These findings correspond well with the

NDE results as well as the residual tension tests.

Conclusions

The usefulness of ultrasonic nondestructive evaluation to assess fatigue damage in a [0]6

Sigma-1240,Ti-6242 composite has been demonstrated through correlation of immersion and in

situ ultrasonic data with residual tensile strength for the test conditions used in this study.

Immersion surface wave scanning proved to be one of the most promising methods for correlating

fatigue damage with the residual tensile strength for the composite used in this study as

summarized in Table 3. The only interrupted specimens showing significant reductions in tensile

strength were those found to contain surface or sub-surface cracks during scanning. Acoustic

microscopy, oblique incidence shear wave, and X-ray radiography techniques proved to be useful

in evaluating fiber displacement and locating favorably oriented cracks. Although reflection plate

inspection was unsuccessful in identifying damage produced during cyclic loading, slight

variations in fiber density due to fiber bunching were detected prior to mechanical testing. In situ

surface wave and longitudinal wave methods appeared to be more sensitive to property changes

and/or damage occurring in the material than the mechanically measured modulus. Scanning

electron microscopy and metallography were used to verify fatigue damage detected using these

methods. Information obtained from nondestructive evaluations has been used to facilitate early

detection of damage during fatigue testing of metal matrix composites. However, it should be

noted that the damage types and mechanisms in MMCs will vary for different types of cyclical

loading, and therefore, different types of NDE methods will be suitable to detect these damage

types. Further research is essential to bring out the usefulness of each NDE method to detect

various types of damages caused by different types of fatigue testing methods.
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Figure Captions

FIG. 1--Schematic of dog-bone shaped. fatigue specimens used during this study.

FIG. 2--(a) Experimental setup for in situ surface wave testing. (b) Experimental setup for

in situ longitudinal wave testing.

FIG. 3--Baseline isothermal fatigue curves for Sigma/Ti-6242 composite at room

temperature and 500'C.

FIG. 4--Cycles accumulated prior to interruption or failure for fatigue specimens used in

this study.

FIG. 5--Reflector plate C-scans of specimen #94-047 at various points in its fatigue life.

FIG. 6--Microphotograph of transverse cross-section of a Sigma/Ti-6242 composite

specimen in an attenuated region detected during reflection plate inspection.

FIG. 7--Immersion surface wave C-scans of room temperature fatigue specimens

interrupted after the designated number of cycles.

FIG. 8--Acoustic microscopy C-scan of specimen #94-008 showing alignment of fibers in

the top ply as well as cracks perpendicular to the fiber axis.

FIG. 9--Oblique incidence shear wave C-scans of two failed specimens, #94-046 and #94-

047, tested at room temperature.

FIG. 10--In situ surface wave amplitude plot for specimen #94-027.

FIG. 11-- In situ longitudinal wave amplitude versus mechanically measured modulus of

specimen #94-046.

FIG. 12-- Residual tensile strengths of the interrupted fatigue specimens.

FIG. 13-- Fractographs of specimen #94-036 showing fatigue emanating from the

fiber/matrix interface.

FIG. 14-- Microphotograph showing cracks present in specimen #94-029 following fatigue

failure at 50 0 'C.



TABLE 1 --Transducer information.

Scan Type Transducer Diameter Focal Length Theoretical
Frequency (MHz) (mm) (mm) -6dB Focal Spot

Size (mm)
Immersion Surface 10 12.7 76.2 0.92

Wave
Reflection Plate 25 6.35 50.8 0.49

Oblique Incidence 50 6.35 12.7 0.062
Shear Wave

Acoustic Microscopy 100 6.35 5.08 0.012

TABLE 2--Room temp residual tensile strengths and moduli of interrupted fatigue specimens.

Specimen # Fatigue Temp. Cycles Residual Tensile Mechanically
Stress (°C) Accumulated Strength (MPa) Measured
(MPa) Modulus (GPa)

94-030 ... 23 0 1243 173
94-048 ... 23 0 1226 180
94-028 800 23 1 1317 188
94-032 800 23 955 1213 180
94-035 800 23 2237 929 178
94-042 800 23 3168 960 177
94-044 540 500 1 1283 190
94-038 540 500 1583 1263 182
94-039 540 500 3369 1273 176
94-045 540 500 5144 1193 186
94-008 540 500 10000 759 183
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TABLE 3-- Correlation of immersion surface wave results with residual tensile strength.

Specimen Fatigue Temp. Total # Residual # of Cracks Maximum E Crack
# Stress (°C) of Tensile Detected in Crack Length Lengths

(MPa) Fatigue Strength Gauge (mm) (mm)
Cycles (MPa) Section Side A+SideB SideA+SideB

94-028 800 23 1 1317 0 0 0
94-032 800 23 955 1213 0 0 0
94-035 800 23 2237 929 4 1.9 4.6
94-042 800 23 3168 960 8 1.3 3.4
94-044 540 500 1 1283 0 0 0
94-038 540 500 1583 1263 0 0 0
94-039 540 500 3369 1273 0 0 0
94-045 540 500 5144 1193 0 0 0
94-008 540 500 10 000 759 10 2.4 11.9

TABLE 4--Summary of defects and damage revealed by nondestructive evaluation.

NDE TECHNIQUE INDICATIONS REVEALED BY RELEVANT
TECHNIQUE SPECIMENS

REFLECTOR PLATE High density regions All

IMMERSION SURFACE Surface and subsurface fatigue cracks 94-035, 94-042
WAVE 94-008

OBLIQUE INCIDENCE Fiber alignment in the first ply All
SHEAR WAVE

Surface fatigue cracks > I mm in length 94-008, 94-047
SCANNING ACOUSTIC Fiber alignment in the first ply (touching or All

MICROSCOPY bunched fibers, missing fibers)

Surface fatigue cracks 94-042, 94-008

Fiber breaks 94-042
IN SITU SURFACE WAVES Decrease in pitch catch ultrasonic amplitude 94-027,94-032,

may be indicative of damage developing in 94-035,94-042,
material 94-047

IN SITU LONGITUDINAL Sensitive to property changes and/or damage 94-046
WAVES occurring in the material under study

X-RAY RADIOGRAPHY Regions of low and high fiber density All

Displaced fibers 94-030

Fatigue cracks containing cracked fibers 94-035,94-042,
94-008

FLUORESCENT Surface breaking cracks 94-035
PENETRANT INSPECTION 94-042

94-008
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An Approach to Determine the
Experimental Transmitter-Receiver

Geometry for the Reception
of Leaky Lamb Waves

by Prasanna Karpur,* Dianne M. Benson,* Theodore E. Matikas,*
Tribikram Kundu,t and Perikles D. Nicolaout

Abstract Bar-Cohen (1988), Martin and Chimenti (1987), Nagy et al. (1986),
Often, either the swept frequency technique or a combination of Nayfeh (1986), Pearson and Mum (1986), Rajana et al. (in press),

swept frequency and geometric analysis is used to produce the experi- and Rose et al. (1986), among others. In this technique, two broad
mental Lamb wave dispersion data. This paper describes an approach band transducers are positioned in the pitch-catch orientation. The
for constructing dispersion curves in solid plates using Fourier analy- transmitter is excited by a signal function generator, which pro-
sis of received leaky Lamb wave signals. The Lamb waves are produced duces continuous wave forms (tone burst) and varies the signal fre-
by pulsed ultrasound generated using two broad band transducers po- quency continuously between two limits (frequency sweeping). An
sitioned in a pitch-catch orientation. The relative distances among the oscilloscope screen displays the reflected signal amplitude (vertical
plate and the two transducers are set to specific values as per geometric axis) versus the frequency (horizontal axis). If a Lamb wave mode
calculations based on beam diffraction. The transducer defocus is used is generated for a particular angle, energy leaks through the
in conjunction with geometric calculation to determine the phase veloc- fluid-solid interface in the form of leaky Lamb waves (Kundu and
ity of the Lamb wave mode being monitored. Subsequent to appropriate Maxfield, 1993). Destructive interference of the leaky Lamb waves
positioning of the transducers, the plate wave signals are Fourier trans- with the back-surface reflection produces a null zone that is dis-
formed to obtain a magnitude versus frequency spectrum. Peaks in the cernible as a dip (local minimum) in the amplitude-frequency plot
spectrum indicate the presence of a Lamb wave root. The feasibility of of the reflected signal as shown in Figure 1. The corresponding
this method, tested by successfully constructing dispersion curves for a phase velocity can be obtained using
steel plate, is compared with the "null zone" monitoring method of gen-
eration of the dispersion curves. The geometric positioning method is (1) Cph = Cw/sin E
further applied to a metal matrix composite sample wherein the sensi-
tivity of various experimentally generated Lamb wave modes is assessed where Cph = phase velocit, Cw = longitudinal wave speed in water
to detect many types of preprogrammed defects in different layers of the (1,490 m/s [4,890 ft/s]), and e = angle of incidence.
composite plate. The null zone position changes in presence of an internal defect.
Keywords: composite materials, defects, Lamb waves, nondestructive Hence, when a defect is encountered, the receiver voltage ampli-
evaluation, stainless steel, steel, ultrasonic testing. tude is altered and the image of the defect is generated. The major

problem with this arrangement is that the null zone position is very
Introduction sensitive to the plate thickness. Therefore, a few percent change in

Leaky Lamb waves are generated by ultrasonic waves that are the plate thickness alters the receiver voltage amplitude significant-
obliquely incident on an immersed plate at frequencies that excite ly. To avoid this problem one needs to filter the L-scan generated
plate wave modes. The generation of the leaky Lamb waves leads
to distortion of the reflected beam in the specular reflection region.
A phase cancellation occurs when the leaky Lamb wave and the
geometrically (specularly) reflected beam interfere, generating a
null zone. The null zone is monitored in a swept frequency mode to =O

generate dispersion curves in the traditional method. The sensitivi-
ty of the leaky Lamb waves to variations in elastic properties, thick-
ness, and boundary conditions provides valuable information
about the material. Theoretical studies by Kundu and Blodgett
(1993), Yang (1994), and Yang and Kundu (1994a and 1994b) have
shown that different Lamb wave modes produce different levels of
excitation in various layers in a multilayered solid plate.

The conventional tone burst swept frequency technique is com- 2oo0.
monly used to experimentally generate Lamb wave roots. Previous
efforts of using leaky waves to inspect defects in composite and
metal plates include the works of Bar-Cohen and Chimenti (1985,
1986), Chimenti and Bar-Cohen (1986), Chimenti and Fiedler
(1987), Chimenti and Martin (1991), Chimenti and Nayfeh (1985),
Ditri and Rajana (in press), Ditri and Rose (1994), Mal and 0.0
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* Research Institute, University of Dayton, 300 College Park Ave., Dayton,
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t Department of Civil Engineering and Engineering Mechanics, University
of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721. Figure 1 - Spectral nulls produced in the swept frequency "null zone

t Systran Corporation, 4126 Linden Ave., Dayton, OH 45432. monitoring" method.



data through a special filter, called MFq filter (Chimenti and Mar-
tin, 1991). This signal processing helps to minimize the effect of the GEOMETRIC OPTIMUM POSITION

plate thickness variation on the null zone, but retains the sensitivity - REFLECTION OF THE RECEIVER

to the defects of interest. An additional problem in the null moni- TRANSMITTER ZONE

toning technique is that the technique is very sensitive to the relative
position among the plate, the transmitter, and the receiver. Howev-
er, this problem can be avoided/reduced by placing the receiver be- e
vond the null zone as well as the specularly reflected zone of the ul- NULL ZONE

trasonic beam. LEAKY LAMB

This paper provides expressions to numerically calculate the po- .lWAVES

sitions of the transmitter and the receiver relative to the plate. Thus
only propagating leaky Lamb waves are received by the receiver PLATE

(similar approach with a single transducer has been reported in the ,M WAE

literature by Nagy et al., 1986). Also, dispersion curves are experi- NON-GEOMETRIC

mentally generated here for a stainless steel plate and compared REFLECTION ZONE

with the analvtical curves as well as curves obtained bv traditional
"null monitoring" method. Further, the method is used to assess NEAR FELD
the sensitivity and selectivity of different modes to detect various
preprogrammed defects in different layers of a metal matrix corn- Figure 2 - Schematic of the optimum geometry for the Fourier

posite sample. analysis technique.

PULSE ECHO TECHNIQUE OF LEAKY LAMB WAVE GENERATION
In this technique, Lamb waves are produced by pulsed ultra-

sound generated using two broad band transducers positioned in a
pitch-catch orientation as shown in Figure 2. The relative distances TRANSMITTER RECEIVER

among the plate and the two transducers are set to specific values AM

as per geometric calculations based on beam diffraction (Figure 3).
The near field distance, i.e., the distance from the transducer EPARATION DISTANCE

where the axial pressure fluctuations cease and begin to monotoni- N FANGLE

callv reduce, is defined by

(2) N=(D2 - 2)/4k PLATE

where k is the ultrasonic wavelength in water given by k = c/f, c is N Z D

the longitudinal velocity of sound in water (1,490 m/s [4,890 ft/s]), DISTANCE
f is the frequency of the transducer, and D is the diameter of the
transducer.

Further, half angle of the transducer is given by y =zIw_-2NsirO Z- N(cosO - (sinean( ))
sin-(1.2X/D). These equations were first used to calculate the
wavelength, near-field distance, and half-angle of the transducers
used in this studv as shown in Table 1. Y 0.5W/tan('+y)

=Nsin E /tan(O+y)

Table 1 Transducer specifications (1 mm = 0.04 in) Ncoso N .Z

Frequency Wavelength Near-field Half-angle Z= DEFOCUS
(MHz) (mm) Distance (mm) (degrees) 0 5W

2.25 0.658 61.214 3.56
3.5 0.424 214.122 1.53 0.5W 11

W = SEPARATION DISTANCE OF TRANSDUCERS

Once the values in Table 1 are calculated, the "range of validity"
for positioning the receivers can be calculated using geometric con- Figure 3 - Geometric considerations based on beam diffraction and

siderations (Figure 3). Since the objective here is to avoid the geo- nearfield calculations.

metric reflection completely and receive only the leaky Lamb
waves, it is essential to calculate the separation distance, W, be- minimum required distance between the transmitter and the re-

tween the transmitter and the receiver given the angle of incidence, ceiver to receive only the leaky Lamb waves (Figure 4). Any posi-

(0, and the nearfield, N, of the transducers (W = 2N sin 0). Initially, tion of the receiver beyond W will be suitable (Figure 5); however,

the plate being evaluated needs to be positioned such that the plate increasing the distance of separation between the transmitter and

is at a distance of N (measured along the axis of the obliquely posi- the receiver will result in increased attenuation due to leakage.

tioned transmitter) from the transmitter-receiver pair. In this posi- Thus, the positions of the transmitter, receiver, and the test sample

tion, the receiver will be aligned to receive only the specular reflec- as described in this paragraph will enable the positioning of the re-

tion from the surface. The transmitter-receiver pair will now have ceiver as close to the transmitter as possible without entering the

to be moved ("defocused") towards the plate by a specific distance, "geometric reflection zone." This will avoid the ambiguities that

Z, such that the receiver is avoiding the specularly reflected beam will occur if the receiver is improperly positioned so that the edge

which is diffracting with a half angle of y. Thus, from geometrical of the receiver is slightly encroaching on the "geometric reflection

considerations, the defocus distance is given by zone" (Figure 6).

(3) Z = N*Icos E - [sin 0/tan (E)+ y)]l EXPERIMENTAL GENERATION OF LAMB WAVES
Conventional Swept Frequency Technique

The defocus, Z, will now position the receiver such that it is just Theoretical dispersion curves produced by Kundu and Maxfield

beyond the specular reflection region, thus avoiding the null zone (1993) was used (Figure 7) as the basis for these experiments. Ex-

completely. Hence, in this defocus configuration, W will be the perimental dispersion curves were constructed for a 1.6 mm (0.063



in.) thick stainless steel plate using the conventional method. One the interval from I to 5 MHz. The incident angle of the waves was
set of broad band transducers was used to generate the curves. The changed from 10 to 22 degrees at an interval of one degree. The ex-
transducers used for the experiments were 19 mm (0.75 in.) diame- perimental data were plotted against theoretical data (Figure 7).
ter transducers of 3.5 MHz center frequency. The frequency sweep-
ing was carried out using programmable wave form synthesizer in Pulse Echo Fourier Analysis Technique

Two pairs (one pair of 3.5 MHz, 19 mm [0.75 in.] diameter, and
the other pair of 2.25 MHz, 12.7 mm [0.5 in.] diameter) of broad

r. band transducers were used to generate the dispersion curves for
the 1.6 mm (0.063 in.) stainless steel plate. The transducers were
suitably positioned and defocused as described earlier to produce a

10.0 characteristic leaky Lamb wave signal similar to the one shown in
Figure 4a. The plate wave signals in the nonspecular region are sub-
sequently Fourier transformed to obtain a magnitude versus fre-

50.0 quency spectrum (Figure 4b). In contrast to the conventional tone
0burst method wherein spectral nulls are produced (Figure 1), leaky

Lamb wave signals are monitored here in the nonspecular region
wherein frequency peaks are produced(Figure 4b). Peaks present in
the spectrum indicate the presence of a Lamb wave. The phase ye-
locitv of the Lamb wave mode is calculated using geometric con-

-0. siderations (Figure 3). The information obtained from the transfor-
mations and calculations was then used to construct dispersion
curves (Figure 7).
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Any Lamb wave roots below 1 MHz were undetectable due to the
limitations of the experimental equipment.

-. .. .-. The pulse-echo Fourier analysis technique requires no frequen-

-cy sweeping; therefore, additional equipment such as programma-
-. .- -= - ble waveform synthesizers, gated amplifiers, and boxcar averagers

"-- ._-_are not required, unlike the conventional method. In addition,
"'. - - slight changes in the vertical position of the transducers in the

-- -" "_ _ .Fourier analysis technique does not affect the position of the peak
as long as the transducer angle and experimental geometry are

- -- properly calculated. On the other hand, the minima in the reflected
"%_ " .-- _ -! spectra of the null zone monitoring method are sensitive to the rel-

- -- --- -'-- - -----. ative positions of the transducers and reflecting surface. Assuming
"-i-- - a constant incident angle, slight changes in the vertical position of

the transducers can cause the minima to shift on the frequency axis.
1 53 . 3 3.543

FREQUENCY ,MHD Figures 9a-c indicate selective sensitivity of different Lamb
wave modes to defects in various layers. Figure 9a shows the lack
of interface bonding in the second layer. The mode used for this

Figure 7- Theoretical dispersion curves superimposed by scan was generated using 1.556 MHz at 18 degrees angle of inci-

experimental data generated by the two methods (frequency and pulsed dence. Figure 9b shows a mode of 2.620 MHz frequency at 16 de-

Fourier techniques). grees angle of incidence which is sensitive to the fiber breaks in the
third layer of fibers. Another mode of frequency 2.310 MHz, inci-

Metal Matrix Composite with Preprogrammed Defects dent at 18 degrees angle shows sensitivity to a host of features in the
The sample used for this study was made (Kundu et al., 1995 plate in addition to the two areas of missing fibers in the fourth

and in press) with 5 layers of SCS-6 fibers in (0, 90, 0, 90, 0) lay-up layer of the composite. Additional information on this selective de-
configuration. The matrix material was 71-6A1-4V. The composite tection of this composite specimen can be found in literature
was made by the foil-fiber-foil technique. The first and the fifth lay- (Kundu et al., 1995 and in press).
ers of fibers were undamaged. A part of the second layer of fibers
(90 degrees) were coated with boron nitride to impede the forma- SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
tion of good bonding between the fibers and the matrix as schemat- A method for constructing dispersion curves in solid plates
ically shown in Figure 8a. The fibers in the third layer (0 degrees) using Fourier analysis of received leaky Lamb wave signals was de-
were intentionally broken as shown in the photograph in Figure 8b. veloped and tested. In addition, Lamb wave dispersion curves
The fourth layer (90 degrees) had two areas of missing fibers as were experimentally constructed using a conventional tone burst
shown in the photograph in Figure 8c. frequency swept technique. The experimental curves agreed quite

The geometric positioning of the transducers was done as per well with the theoretical dispersion curves generated by Kundu
the approach discussed earlier in the paper to avoid both the null and Maxfield (1993). A new method for constructing dispersion
zone and the specular reflection region. Frequency magnitude spec- curves in solid plates using Fourier analysis of received leaky Lamb
trum was used to determine the various modes propagating at each wave signals has been successfully verified by constructing a dis-
incidence (and reception) angle. Selected modes were monitored persion curve for a stainless steel plate. An advantage of this tech-
while scanning the sample and Lamb wave scans were produced as nique is its simplicity. No special type of transducer is required. In
shown in Figures 9a-c. addition, the arrangement of the experimental components is based

on simple geometric calculations and beam diffraction. The data re-
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION peatability and accuracy makes this method easy to standardize for

The dispersion curves generated using the conventional swept practical applications such as the identification and classification of
frequency and pulse-echo Fourier analysis techniques are shown in defects and material properties.
Figure 7. These experimental curves agree quite well with the theo- The application of the geometric positioning of the
retical dispersion curves generated by Kundu (1995 and in press). transducer-receiver pair has been demonstrated for the evaluation

Boron Nitride Coating

A B C

Figure 8 - (a) Schematic of the boron nitride coating of the fiber mat to induced lack of bonding at the fiber-matrix interface; (b) photograph of the
fiber mat from the third layer showing the broken fibers, the distance between the neighboring cross waves is 5 mm (0.2 in.); (c) photograph of the
fiber mat from the second layer showing the two areas of missing fibers.
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Figure 9 (a) Lack of interface bonding in the second layer. The mode used for this scan was generated using 1.556 M4Hz at 18 degrees angle of

incidence; (b) Lamb wave scan shows a mode of 2.62 M1Hz frequency at 16 degrees angle of incidence which is sensitive to the fiber breaks in the
third layer of fibers; (c) a mode of frequency 2.31 MHz, incident at an 18 degree angle, shows sensitivity to a host of features in the plate in addition
to the two areas of missing fibers in the second layer of the composite.

of selective sensitivity of Lamb wave modes to defects in various Kundu, T., and B. Maxfield, "A New Technique for Measuring Raleigh and
layers of a metal matrix composite. Lamb Wave Speeds," Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, Vol. 93,

Jun. 1993, pp 3066&3073.
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ABSTRACT

IN SITU NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION OF IN-PHASE
THERMOMECHANICAL FATIGUE AND SUSTAINED LOAD DAMAGE IN AN
SCS-6/TI-6AL-4V METAL MATRIX COMPOSITE

Name: Clemons, Gregory Scott
University of Dayton, 1997

Thesis Advisor: Dr. Prasanna Karpur
Technical Advisor: Mr. David A. Stubbs

This study demonstrated that in situ nondestructive ultrasonic longitudinal wave

and acoustic emission techniques can monitor the onset and accumulation of damage

produced by either sustained loading or in-phase thermomechanical fatigue loading in a

titanium matrix composite. Damage was monitored in a unidirectional [0]8 SCS-6/Ti-6A1-

4V composite in situ as a function of time at elevated temperature. Acoustic emission

nondestructive techniques were utilized because of their ability to detect internal damage

occurring within a material.

Damage progression was monitored by complementary destructive and

nondestructive techniques. Damage evaluation of unidirectional [0]8 SCS-6/Ti-6A1-4V

metal matrix composite (MMC) tested at elevated temperature was achieved using in situ

nondestructive ultrasonic longitudinal wave and acoustic emission techniques, and

subsequently verified with the use of ultrasonic immersion backscatter shear wave C-

scans and metallographic techniques. The in situ data showed that the higher the stress

level, the more abrupt the damage initiation and progression.

iii



Detection and characterization of damage accumulation was achieved with the use

of in situ nondestructive ultrasonic longitudinal bulk wave and acoustic emission

techniques in conjunction with current load-displacement modulus measurements. The

location of damage accumulation within the specimen also was determined from the

acoustic emission in situ technique. Ultrasonic modulus data correlated well with

traditional extensometry data, however, neither technique provided information on

damage accumulation or impending fractutre of the composite. Ultrasonic amplitude

information however, did, provide information on damage accumulation within the

composite. Acoustic emission data provided information on damage characterization,

damage progression and accumulation, and the location of the damage occurring within the

composite material.

The in situ nondestructive data allowed a correlation to be developed between

sustained load and in-phase thermomechanical fatigue life. Through mechanical and

fracture analysis, similarities in damage progression in sustained load and in-phase

thermomechanical fatigue specimens were determined. Nondestructive data in

conj unction with mechanical data and fracture analysis conclusively showed the ability to

correlate the results of the two testing conditions. An inefficiency factor of 15% was

estimated from an empirical fit of the mechanical test data for a stress range of 100 MPa

below the estimated UTS of the material.
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PREFACE

A multitude of nondestructive studies have been and are being performed on composite

materials to evaluate and characterize composite behavior under simulated operating

conditions. The University of Dayton Research Institute (UDRI), under contract with

the United States Air Force, has performed nondestructive evaluation of ceramic matrix

composites and metal matrix composites. During the course of expanding the

nondestructive evaluation effort, the need to use in situ nondestructive techniques to

characterize such damage initiation and progression as fiber fracture, matrix cracking and

fiber/matrix interfacial failure has become apparent. The purpose of this thesis is to

attempt to respond to that need. By tracking damage progression, different test

conditions such as sustained load and thermomechanical fatigue may be able to be

compared on the basis of time-to-failure.
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CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Composites Research

Structural and propulsion systems for aerospace applications require low density,

high modulus materials with high strength and the capacity to endure large stresses and

temperature gradients over extended periods of time. Neither naturally occurring metals

nor metal alloys can meet all these requirements. Therefore, anisotropic, heterogeneous

composite materials have been developed which can be tailored to an application (e.g.,

aerospace vehicles, advanced engine components, actuator rods, etc.). Titanium matrix

composites (TMC), which are a specific type of metal matrix composite (MMC), are

designed to offer unique advantages in terms of a variety of weight-specific properties at

high temperatures [1].

The TMC, like all materials, are susceptible to failure at some point in operation.

The goal of nondestructive evaluation (NDE) is to determine when the material should be

repaired or replaced in order to eliminate material failures during operation. The various

types of failure modes in a composite are 1) matrix dominated, 2) fiber dominated, 3) self-

similar damage growth, and 4) fiber/matrix interfacial failures [2-6]. The failure mode

depends on the operational conditions, such as environment and load to which the

composite is exposed.



Environmental conditions affect composite life and failure mechanisms. Vacuum

conditions, for instance, reduce oxidation of the MMC at high temperatures. However,

vacuum conditions are rarely present in such applications as turbine engines, therefore,

most testing is performed in laboratory air to simulate actual service conditions. Metal

matrix composites also are not always operated at room temperature as sometimes they

can reach temperatures exceeding 650'C in aircraft engine applications [7]. Therefore,

composite testing must be done to determine the effects of the environment on composite

life and failure mechanism.

Composites can experience various types of loading conditions including sustained

load (creep) and in-phase thermomechanical fatigue (IP TMF). The effects of these

specific loading conditions are currently being studied on SCS-6/Ti-6A1-4V composites

by several researchers [8- 10]. Data analysis has led to the belief that the two dissimilar

loading conditions have a very similar effect on composite failure. Nicholas [II] has

stated that the IP TMF test is an inefficient sustained load test based on theoretical

modeling of fiber stress.

Information regarding the damage mechanisms occurring in a composite has been

acquired mainly by analyzing mechanical, metallographic and nondestructive data after

testing specimens in simulated environments under conditions representative of the

service conditions. However, in situ nondestructive techniques are being used more

prominently today in conjunction with destructive testing to offer more information as to

the type and severity of damage occurring in the specimen during testing [12-14]. NDE

can supplement the knowledge of the damage mechanisms of composites by not only
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detecting and locating, but also characterizing flaws and defects, which leads to useful

information regarding the failure modes and mechanisms in TMC. The ability to fully

characterize TMC allows for the comparison of different load conditions applied to

composite materials. The results of the comparison may lead to a correlation between the

loading conditions.

1.2 Background

TMC are being considered for a multitude of applications that would expose the

material to various operating conditions. Mechanical tests must be designed to

characterize material response before mass production of the structural components

begins. At the early stages of composite design, production and testing are very

expensive processes. An attempt is being made to eliminate unnecessary tests by

developing correlations between various loading conditions. Nicholas and Johnson [11]

have developed a theory that sustained load and IP TMF time-to-failure could be

compared using an inefficiency factor. A brief explanation of composite response to

sustained load and IP TMF conditions is necessary to understand the similarities and

differences between them.

1.2.1 Sustained Load Composite Response

The sustained load test maintains the specimen at constant load and temperature

throughout the life of the material. When a composite specimen is under a sustained load,

the strain accumulation rate is usually several orders of magnitude less than if the matrix

alone is tested under identical conditions. Upon initial loading of a composite specimen,

the applied load is distributed between the fiber and matrix. As time progresses, the
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creep rate of the composite decreases to a level close to the creep rate of the fiber. To

obtain steady state conditions, Khobaib et al. [ 15] reported that the matrix must relax to a

very low stress level below the applied stress to exhibit a creep rate equivalent to the

fiber alone. Several models have been developed to predict the sustained load response of

MMC [16-19]. A model developed by Coker [20] theoretically determined the stresses

existing in the components of the composite; results from the model are depicted in

Appendix G. In theory, to allow the matrix to relax to extremely low stress levels, the

fibers must carry the greater portion of the total load. Khobaib [21 ] has determined that

the matrix stress can reduce to approximately 10% of the initial value in a short time.

There is a rapid increase in stress in the fibers and the failure mode becomes fiber

dominated. Matrix relaxation and individual fiber fracture increase the stresses in the

remaining fibers and eventually, the applied stress to the fibers becomes larger than the

fiber strength distribution. Once the applied stress surpasses the fiber strength

distribution, the fibers can no longer support the applied load, and the composite fails.

1.2.2 IP TMF Composite Response

IP TMF combines a constant cyclic stress and temperature such that the

maximum and minimum temperature and stress coincide. The failure mechanism is fiber

dominated due to high fiber stress range and relaxation of the matrix [11, 20, 22]. In a

study by Nicholas and Johnson [11 ], the cyclic contribution to damage accumulation was

found to be a result of time-dependent phenomena. By treating the process as time

dependent, Nicholas and Johnson were able to demonstrate that sustained load data and

sustained load/fatigue data constitute a single population of failure times as a function of
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maximum applied stress. Nicholas and Johnson then theorized that an IP TMF test could

be considered as an inefficient method of sustained load testing [I I]. Figure 1

hypothetically shows the portion of IP TMF cycle that represents sustained load (creep)

type damage. In situ NDE analysis in this work is meant to help in the determination of

the validity of the statement by Nicholas and Johnson by providing data on damage

mechanisms and damage location. The NDE data in addition to mechanical test results

may provide information on the stress range over which the inefficiency factor is valid.

Portion of IP TMF cycle
which contributes to

sustained load damage

.... ..... ... ..-------- .-.-.- . -......... .................... .. ................... ]

/ C 'oposite Stress
/ - - lP TMF Composite Stresi

Time

Figure 1. Comparison of IP TMF cycle to sustained load conditions for inefficiency
factor determination.

A schematic depicting ideal material response to sustained load and IP TMF

conditions is shown in Figure 2. The IP TMF response deviates from sustained load

response as the applied stress is decreased. Therefore only a small stress region near the

ultimate tensile strength of the material may be used in the comparison of the two loading

conditions.
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IP TMF Transition

, ...... P TMF I

Effective Time-to-failure

Figure 2. Ideal sustained load and IP TMF material response. IP TMF response
exhibits a transition as stress is decreased due to a change in damage progression

mechanisms.

1.3 Objective

The main objective was to characterize damage mechanisms in an SCS-6/Ti-6-4

composite under sustained load and IP TMF, to draw a conclusion on the similar or

dissimilar type of damage accumulation, and to compare the two test results based on

time-to-failure over a range of stress levels. The characterization and comparison was

achieved with the aid of the following in situ nondestructive techniques:

1) Ultrasonic longitudinal bulk rod wave analysis.
2) Modal acoustic emission analysis.

Several techniques were used in an attempt to corroborate and validate the in situ analysis:

1) Mechanical test data.
2) Metallographic and fracture analysis using scanning electron microscopy.
3) X-ray radiography
4) Ultrasonic immersion reflector plate, surface wave, and backscatter shear wave scans.
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1.4 Methodology and Test Plan

1.4.1 Test Design Parameters

The maximum load and temperature applied in the sustained load and IP TMF

tests corresponded with conditions used by Ashbaugh [8] and Rosenberger [9] to generate

the baseline mechanical test data. Baseline tensile, sustained load and IP TMF data

generated by Ashbaugh [8] and Rosenberger [9] at Wright Laboratory Materials

Directorate Wright-Patterson AFB, OH were analyzed to select appropriate mechanical

test load levels and interruption points for ultrasonic immersion C-scanning and residual

strength testing. Due to unexpected failure of the composite specimens, however, no

residual strength testing was possible. The maximum applied stress range was between

70% and 90% of the UTS value of the material at 427°C. Comparable stress levels were

chosen to compare with baseline material tested under the same conditions. Stress levels

also were chosen to compare the IP TMF and sustained load conditions at exact stress

values. All sustained load tests were performed in load-control at 427°C. All IP TMF

tests were performed in load-control at a maximum temperature of 427°C and a minimum

temperature of 23°C (room temperature). The IP TMF tests were performed in

sawtooth waveform tension-tension fatigue with a stress ratio, R, of 0.05 and a cycle time

of 100 seconds. Baseline curves and in situ ultrasonic and acoustic emission data were

used in the determination of interruption points during the mechanical tests. The in situ

nondestructive ultrasonic and acoustic emission techniques monitored damage

accumulation throughout all sustained load and IP TMF mechanical tests.
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1.4.2 Correlation of Observed Damage With Material Life

Post mechanical test NDE C-scans were performed to locate damage accumulation

within the composite that could be correlated to in situ data. Metallographic techniques

were used to verify in situ NDE findings. The metallographic results along with NDE

data and mechanical data were used to determine a failure scenario. All data were used to

determine the extent of a correlation between sustained load and IP TMF life prediction.

Following the post mechanical test NDE analysis of the specimens, the specimens

were sectioned, mounted, polished, and analyzed using various metallographic techniques

such as optical and electron microscopy and microhardness testing to determine the

reason for short composite life. One specimen was interrupted and the matrix material

was dissolved to count fiber fractures and determine fiber fracture locations. The post

test analysis information was compared with the NDE in situ test results. All other post

mechanical test NDE information was used to determine the sensitivity of the in situ

NDE techniques to damage progression within the composite, and the capability of the in

situ NDE techniques to locate damage initiation and progression in the form of internal

crack growth within the composite. The in situ data supported the comparison of the

sustained load and IP TMF test conditions and helped to develop the time-to-failure

inefficiency factor.

1.4.3 Comprehension of Damage Mechanisms

Metallography and scanning electron microscopy were used to verify and

characterize damage detected by nondestructive evaluation. The information obtained

about the fracture surface from scanning electron microscopy explained the short material
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life. The existence of early fiber fracture and internal matrix crack growth were compared

with NDE information. SEM examination of the fracture surfaces supported NDE and

mechanical data in determining a failure scenario.
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CHAPTER H.

MATERIAL AND EQUIPMENT

2.1 Titanium Matrix Composites

TMC are being developed for critical aerospace structural applications, however,

many processing inconsistencies such as undulated fibers, fiber coating thickness, and

inclusions, such as those observed in the SCS-6/Ti-6A1-4V composite, must be

eliminated. Once processing errors are eliminated, the TMC may replace titanium and

nickel-base superalloys in aerospace applications. The SCS-6/Ti-6A1-4V TMC was

manufactured by Textron Specialty Materials Division for the PRDA IV program under

contract No. F33601-95-C-0029 for the Materials Directorate at WPAFB.

The TMC was an 8-ply unidirectional SCS-6/Ti-6A1-4V metal matrix composite.

The SCS-6/Ti-6A1-4V TMC is an alpha-beta titanium-base alloy with embedded

continuous silicon carbide fibers designated SCS-6 by Textron. The fibers constitute

approximately 34% of the total volume of the composite. Appendix C contains detailed

information on the constituents, their mechanical properties, and the processing of the

composite.
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2.2 Specimen Description

The composite panel was machined by Bomas Machine Specialties, Inc.

machining company (Somerville, MA) into dogbone shaped specimens using a diamond

saw to cut and grind the material. The diamond saw gives the specimens smooth edges, a

necessity for contact ultrasonic analysis. A smooth flat surface allows for good contact

between transducer and specimen, which provides high signal clarity.

Figure 3 provides a comparison of the geometry of the long, NDE specimens, and

the geometry of the short, baseline specimens tested by Rosenberger and Ashbaugh. An

additional inch is added to the tab length to allow for the in situ NDE techniques to be

incorporated into the test frame. All material in the PRDA IV program was required to go

through a second HIP process as would material going into aircraft application. The

individual specimens were C-scanned before mechanical testing began. All information on

test specimen C-scans can be found in Appendix A.

2.2.1 Baseline Samples

The information used to develop test parameters can be found in Table 1. Table 1

contains the sustained load and IP TMF testing conditions used by Ashbaugh [8] and

Rosenberger [9] for the baseline samples. Stress levels and temperature ranges for in situ

NDE mechanical testing were extracted from the baseline data.
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Specimen Geometry

.4 101.2 mm

9.2

7.6 mm

1.95 mm 308.9 mm

a) short length dogbone shaped specimens

4 151.1 mm

17.5mm o-.1 1m 1
9.2 mm 7

1.95 mm 8.9 mm

b) long length dogbone shaped specimens

Figure 3. Specimen geometry a) short length and b) long length dogboned shaped
specimens. The longer specimens allowed for NDE equipment to be placed on the

specimen during testing.
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Table 1. Baseline Test Conditions: Sustained Load and IP TMF

Test ID # I Plate # I Tmin Tmax I R f Max. Stress RTE
Type (C) (C) (Hz) (MPa) (GPa)

Baseline Sustained Load Specimens

Creep 95713 24-6L 427 N/A N/A N/A 1170 N/A

Creep 95714 24-7L 427 N/A N/A N/A 1030 N/A

Creep 95A05 2-1L 538 N/A N/A N/A 1030 N/A

Creep 95A06 2-2L 427 N/A N/A N/A 1030 N/A
Creep 95A13 3-iL 427 N/A N/A N/A 1170 N/A
Creep 95A14 3-2L 538 N/A N/A N/A 1170 N/A
Creep 95A48 6-2L 427 N/A N/A N/A 1170 N/A

Creep 95A49 6-3L 427 N/A N/A N/A 1170 N/A
Creep 95A51 6-5L 538 N/A N/A N/A 827 N/A
Creep 95A53 6-7L 427 N/A N/A N/A 827 N/A

Baseline IP TMF Specimens

IP TMF 95A23 4-3L 23 427 0.05 0.01 1200 188

IP TMF 95A24 4-4L 23 427 0.05 0.01 1200 207
IP TMF 95A25 4-5L 23 427 0.05 0.01 1050 207
IP TMF 95A27 4-7L 23 427 0.05 0.01 1150 223
Sustained load temperature listed in Tmin column is the constant test temperature

2.2.2 NDE Samples

The term 'NDE samples' refers to the specimens from panel 9 of the PRDA IV

project. Thirteen specimens were available for testing. Tensile test results at room

temperature and 427 'C determined the strength of the composite, and the remaining

specimens were designated for either sustained load or IP TMF testing conditions. Table

2 lists the specimen, geometry, and test type.

2.3 Testing Equipment

Three separate systems were necessary to collect and analyze all of the data

acquired during the mechanical tests. Each system was controlled with a personal

computer (PC). The mechanical test system controlled the test and acquired mechanical
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data such as stress, strain, and temperature. The other two systems, also controlled by

PC acquired the ultrasonic data and acoustic emission data. The ultrasonic system was

manually operated, and the acoustic emission system automatically acquired acoustic

signals generated by the specimen. Descriptions of each of the three systems and the

equipment necessary to operate them can be found in Appendix B. Figure 4 displays all

the equipment used for test control.

Table 2. NDE Specimen, Geometry, and Test Type
ID # Plate # Geometry Test Type

96-771 9-13L1 SS Tensile
96-772 9-1L DB Creep

96-773 9-2L DB Creep
96-774 9-3L DB IP TMF
96-775 9-4L DB IP TMF
96-776 9-5L DB Creep
96-777 9-6L DB IP TMF
96-778 9-7L DB Creep
96-779 9-8L DB IP TMF
96-780 9-9L DB Creep
96-781 9-10L DB Creep
96-782 9-11L DB IP TMF
96-F31 9-13L2 SS Tensile

SS: Straight sided DB: Dogbone shaped
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Figure 4. Test control equipment. Clockwise from bottom center: chiller, test frame,
MTS controller, MATE system, nitrogen dewars, AE system (monitor on right edge),

and UT system (backside shown in right bottom corner of photo).
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CHAPTER III.

NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

3.1 Pre-mechanical test NDE

Nondestructive Evaluation is a very useful screening method to determine the

quality of the material before mechanical testing. There are several techniques that can be

performed to determine if the composite should be mechanically tested, or should be

analyzed using metallographic techniques to provide information on the composite before

mechanical testing. Each NDE method contributes information that together provide a

complete picture as to the condition of the material. A description of the NDE

techniques and the results of the techniques are described fully in Appendix A.

The NDE results revealed several potential problems with the panel. One edge of

the panel contained undulated fibers, and several low amplitude (darker) regions were

located in the panel using ultrasonic immersion techniques (refer to Appendix A). The

low amplitude (dark) regions were examined to determine if they would cause the material

to deviate from the predicted performance in mechanical testing. A higher resolution C-

scan was performed to obtain more information about the condition of the panel. The

scan demonstrates that the dark regions may be of serious concern due to the larger

decrease in signal amplitude over those regions. Note that the three dark regions on the

panel (shown in Figures 54 and 55 in Appendix A) are of a lower amplitude on the high
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resolution scan than on the low resolution scan according to the scale. The severity and

effect of the low amplitude regions detected using the ultrasonic immersion reflector plate

C-scan will be addressed in the post mechanical test results using metallographic analysis.

The individual specimens from the panel were then C-scanned using the reflector

plate technique to determine which specimens contained the dark regions. All regions

were located within one specimen, 96-775, causing the specimen to be set aside unless

needed. The surface wave C-scan detected scratches on the surface of some specimens,

which were due to tantalum removal from the composite specimens. Tantalum protected

the titanium from oxidizing during the second HIP process. Some tantalum pieces

adhered to the specimen surface, and had to be removed using a razor blade. The

backscatter shear wave C-scan was performed to determine if any internal cracks and

defects existed in the material. No internal cracks were detected before mechanical testing.

The pre-mechanical test C-scans were also used to compare with post mechanical test C-

scans results to determine if any cracks were developing in the material due to the

mechanical and thermal loading of the composite.

3.2 In Situ NDE

3.2.1 Ultrasonic Longitudinal Bulk Wave

The in situ ultrasonic longitudinal bulk wave technique is a relatively new

technique for in situ applications. The in situ ultrasonic longitudinal bulk wave technique

has been demonstrated as a useful high temperature technique [13, 14]. The longitudinal

bulk wave provides information on amplitude and TOF of the ultrasonic signal traveling

through the length of the composite specimens (Figure 5). Amplitude is measured from
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largest positive-to-negative peak value of the longitudinal wave. The TOF is the time

measured from the initial pulse from the transmitter (main bang) to the arrival of the

longitudinal wave at the receiver.

Ultrasonic signal amplitude has been demonstrated as sensitive to material changes

during the progression of damage [12, 13]. As damage progresses in the material, the

amplitude of the ultrasonic signal decreases. The decrease in ultrasonic amplitude is due

to microcracks that reflect and scatter the ultrasound, allowing less signal energy to reach

the receiving transducer. The in situ setup is demonstrated in Figure 6.

Main Bang1 0 0 .. .. . ........ ... ...... ............. .............. ....

Peak-to peak

50 A p... .. u de......... .. . .,-

7 ; 0 . .... .. ...... -...........

E

< -0 ............... .... ......--- ............. .... ... ..

-100 Start of longitudinal .......... i.
wave from specimen 

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

Time (lts)

Figure 5. Sample longitudinal bulk wave signal from an SCS-6/Ti-6A1-4V composite
before mechanical testing.

The TOF is the time it takes for sound to travel from the transmitter to the

receiver. The TOF is very useful in characterizing a material and determining material

properties and constants. By dividing the length of the material through which the sound

passes by the TOF, a longitudinal velocity measurement can be calculated. The
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longitudinal velocity is a key component in the determination of many material properties

such as elastic modulus, shear modulus and bulk modulus of the material. The material

property of interest is the elastic modulus of the composite (EL). Changes in the elastic

modulus during the test period may indicate the onset of damage.

To Display 
From Pulser

Old AE Sensor Placement

UT Trasduce 3 AEsenso AE snsorr UT adcer

To Pre-amp . Heat To Pre-amp F1
Lamps Energy

k, [ -- '-7 I IIF I A E se nsor  AE sensor - II 2]

" '1 I ~Direction of Sound Propagation through Specimen I [-, ,

___.UT Transduce AEsnoYL~n t A snoo.: UT Transducer

Actuator Grip To Pre-amp ps To Pre-amp Load Cell Grip

Figure 6. Schematic test set-up showing in situ NDE sensor placements in test frame.
All sensors are held in place with spring force.

Several formulas to calculate the modulus from ultrasonic longitudinal velocity

information have been developed, many of which depend on several other material

properties such as density, Poisson's ratio, and the shear wave velocity. The easiest

method is by creating a bar wave within the material. Bar waves are the fastest traveling

longitudinal (extensional) waves in a material and are produced using sound wavelengths >

10 times the specimen width. The bar wave equation offers the simplest calculation of

modulus with the fewest number of unknown variables. The bar wave velocity, cl, can be

directly related to the elastic modulus, Ec, by knowing the density, p, of the material

using the following equation
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E, = pcl2. (1)

The solution can be obtained with the knowledge of the density of the composite.

However, there are conditions that must be met for a bar wave to travel through a

material. The wavelength must be much larger (about five to ten times greater) than the

width and thickness of the bar (specimen). Table 3 lists the material dimensions and

transducer specifications to determine bar wave conditions based on the wavelength

needing to be ten times larger than the specimen dimensions. Note that the wavelength of

sound for 200 kHz is less than half of the value necessary to meet the dimension criteria

in the width dimension of the specimens.

Table 3. Calculations for Generation of a Bar Wave in SCS-6/Ti-6AI-4V
Transducer Material Dimensions

Frequency 200 kHz Thickness 1.95 mm
Velocity in TMC 7.3 mm/ps 10 x thickness 19.5 mm

Wavelength in TMC 36.5 mm Width 7.62 mm
1_10 x width 76.2 mm

The exact bar (extensional) wave velocity is not obtained in the material under the

conditions given in Table 3 because the specimen dimension to ultrasonic wavelength ratio

is too large, but the rod wave velocity can be assumed to be valid for this case from

velocity information published by Kolsky [23]. Kolsky researched rod waves, however,

Morse [24, 25] was able to demonstrate the similarities in extensional waves traveling

though rectangular (bar) cross sections, as is the case with MMC specimens.

One difficulty with using such low frequency signals is that small areas of damage

accumulation within the specimen may not be detectable using the low frequency

longitudinal bulk wave technique versus using a technique with higher ultrasonic
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frequencies. Knowledge of the elastic modulus was, however, more important than

detection of localized microcracks in the composite. Therefore, low frequency ultrasound

was used, at the expense of detecting localized microcracks in order to correlate damage

progression between the two test conditions using ultrasonic modulus analysis. The

longitudinal bulk wave technique when used to monitor modulus changes in the material

may offer improved accuracy in the tracking of modulus degradation due to damage

accumulation.

A 200 kHz contact transducer was custom made for producing the longitudinal

bulk wave. Although lower frequency transducer would have been closer to producing a

rod wave in the specimen, one could not be constructed within the time constraints of the

project. The accuracy of the ultrasonic modulus measurement was assessed by

comparing ultrasonic modulus values with those attained from mechanical data.

3.2.2 Acoustic Emission

Acoustic emission is a passive in situ NDE technique. AE sensors are excited by

acoustic waves produced by the material under load. Therefore, AE can only detect

damage as it is occurring, it cannot detect damage that has occurred previously in the

material.

Sound disperses rapidly in a thin plate-like material such as metal matrix

composite specimens. Therefore, the ideal placement of acoustic sensors would be as

close to the acoustic events as possible before the wave has time to deteriorate as it

travels through the specimen. Placement on the specimen is not always possible due to

material environment, material shape, and number of sensors necessary to keep sensor to
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event distance a minimum. The development of modal acoustic emission which is based

on plate wave sound propagation, allows acoustic emission waveforms emitted from the

specimen to be acquired and analyzed using waveform characteristics such as amplitude,

frequency, and extensional and flexural wave mode phase and group velocities.

A brief description of plate mode propagation in materials can be found in [26]. A

typical waveform generated by a material under load would consist of the extensional in-

plane mode, which travels at the highest velocity through a material. It is followed by the

first out-of-plane flexural mode in the waveform. Detailed information on calculation of

composite in-plane, bending and coupling stiffness, which is necessary for theoretical

calculation of mode velocities in the material, is discussed by Whitney [27]. A more in

depth discussion of plate and Lamb wave theory can be found in a paper by Graff [28],

and Gorman [29]. The advantage to using classical plate wave theory is that the plate can

be finite, with realistic boundaries, which allows for composite analysis [30].

The acoustic signals were analyzed to determine damage mechanisms occurring

within the material. Different types of damage accumulation, such as matrix cracking,

fiber fracture, and plastic deformation, can be characterized by different waveforms in

both amplitude and frequency. The type of damage occurring within the material may be

determined by determining the waveform characteristics. The expectation is to

distinguish the different AE events as specific types of damage initiation and progression

within the composite. The results of the acoustic emission signal waveform analysis will

be presented in Chapter 5.
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3.3 Post Mechanical Test NDE

Post mechanical test NDE techniques were the same as pre-mechanical test

techniques. The only difference is that the techniques were looking for damage that

occurred during the mechanical test. The X-ray radiography, and ultrasonic immersion C-

scanning techniques were used, which are described in Appendix A.

3.4 Correlations Using NDE

A correlation was developed between IP TMF and sustained load tests based on

time-to-failure. The correlation was based on mechanical test data in conjunction with

NDE data. First a brief statement about the two test types is given. Then, the feasibility

of the NDE techniques to evaluate damage evolution and support the correlation is

investigated.

3.4.1 Sustained Load and IP TMF Correlation

Many experimental investigations have been performed to understand the damage

accumulation and failure mechanisms in TMC under sustained load and IP TMF [ 15-18,

20, 21, 31-47]. The ultimate goal of the investigations is to develop life prediction

models of the composite materials. A possible venture now would be to directly compare

damage accumulation and life prediction models under IP TMF and sustained load

conditions, using in situ nondestructive techniques. The two test conditions may have

some similarities in failure mechanisms and therefore be compared based on damage

accumulation and time-to-failure.
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Nicholas [11 ] has theorized a comparison between IP TMF and sustained load

conditions, in which the life prediction models are related by an inefficiency factor. The

correlation between IP TMF and sustained load conditions is theorized as

t~p(di) = kt (tc(di)), (2)

where the time (t1P) necessary to accumulate damage (di) in an IP TMF test related to

sustained load by an inefficiency factor (kt) of the time necessary to accumulate the same

amount of damage (di) in an amount of time under sustained load (ta). For previously

investigated TMC material (Timetal®21 S), Nicholas [11] has determined an inefficiency

factor of approximately 5%. The 5% value was determined by integrating the time over

which the IP TMF cycle produces damage within the composite relative to the time-to-

failure for sustained load conditions. An attempt will be made to correlate damage within

the composite (di) to in situ NDE parameters such as ultrasonic time of flight, signal

amplitude, and acoustic emission signal characteristics and location. Figure 7 gives a

graphic depiction of the theorized phenomena based upon ultrasonic amplitude.

._ ..... ..... ..... .

- ..............- .IP TMF Amplitude.....

Q.At lPN

(j: NNN-repApltd
-..................... .. ......... .. ......... ... ..................... ... ............... .

Time
Figure 7. Hypothetical time dependent damage accumulation based on in situ ultrasonic

bulk wave signal amplitude degradation.
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3.4.2 Feasibility of NDE Techniques for Evaluating Damage Correlation

The longitudinal bulk wave (BW) NDE technique was chosen because of its

applicability at high temperatures. The transducers are placed within the grip cavity in

contact with the ends of the specimen, away from the heat affected zone. The

transducers can be maintained at room temperature, while the material is experiencing

environmental conditions that conventional transducers could not withstand. Benson's

[13] in situ longitudinal bulk wave ultrasonic evaluation of a Sigma/Ti-6A1-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo

composite sample demonstrated that the in situ longitudinal bulk wave ultrasonic

technique may be used as a more sensitive measure of composite damage on a composite

material (Figure 8). A more detailed study of longitudinal bulk wave ultrasonic evaluation

is necessary, however, to support the initial findings of Benson. Longitudinal bulk wave

signal amplitude degradation is clearly shown as a more sensitive technique compared to

the normalized mechanical modulus measurements in detecting degradation of the

composite over its fatigue life. The longitudinal bulk wave technique is applicable to

other test conditions (i.e., sustained load and IP TMF at high temperatures) with similar

results. A description of the sustained load and IP TMF test conditions is presented in

the following chapter.
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Figure 8. Comparison of normalized modulus degradation to bulk wave signal amplitude
degradation vs. fatigue cycles demonstrated by Benson [13].

Acoustic emission was chosen as another NDE in situ technique because of its

ability to detect and record sound emitted from a material as it undergoes damage. Many

researchers have correlated acoustic emissions to damage occurring within the material

when a load is applied [22, 48-50]. Current research with MMC has shown that

different AE signals are produced by different damage mechanisms occurring within the

material [22, 49-51 ]. A fiber fracture is characterized in the literature by a high energy,

large amplitude event [22, 48]. Neu and Roman [22] and Ashbaugh [8] have attempted to

correlate the number of high amplitude events (determined by a 98 dB threshold level)

with the number of fiber fractures. The resonant type sensors used in previous studies,

however, are incapable of resolving close events. Also the amount of information that can

be analyzed to correlate AE events to fiber fractures is further reduced in the old AE

system by not capturing a full AE waveform.
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New broadband sensors and digital waveform AE technology allows signal

frequency to be analyzed along with signal amplitude to determine the type of damage

occurring, and its location within the composite. The broadband flat frequency response

of the AE sensors as well as the A/D recording capabilities provided a more accurate

representation of the acoustic waveform to be acquired. Therefore, along with signal

amplitude information, signal frequency information and location could be determined; a

tremendous breakthrough in AE technology. Figure 9 shows a typical AE waveform that

was obtained with the AE sensors located on the test frame grip (refer to Figure 6). The

waveform was generated by a titanium composite specimen under load. The sound must

propagate from the source, through the specimen, into the grip inserts, then into the grips

before the sensor detects the event. Extensive research and development was required to

use the system to its fullest potential and obtain more accurate information about acoustic

events than was possible with previous technology.
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Figure 9. Acoustic Emission signal acquired on the Digital Wave Fracture Wave Detector
(FWD) system with the AE sensors located on the test grips.
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CHAPTER IV.

MECHANICAL TEST PROCEDURE AND RESULTS

This chapter will briefly discuss the mechanical and thermal test setup. First, the

specimen dimensions and test conditions are recorded so that the operator may enter the

correct information into the MATE computer program for proper test control. A sample

sustained load and IP TMF log sheet is shown in Appendix D for reference. The

specimen is aligned in the center of the grips to minimize bending. The specimen is then

clamped into place with approximately 70 MPa of pressure applied by the hydraulic

cylinder. All other information is exclusive to the test type and is discussed in each

section. A brief overview of the results are listed below in Table 4.

4.1 Tensile Tests

The tensile test procedure is the least complex of the loading conditions. Once the

specimen is gripped in the test machine, and the desired temperature is achieved, a

ramped load is applied to the specimen until failure occurs, at which time the maximum

load value is noted for the material. For elevated temperature testing, thermocouples

must be welded to the specimen for temperature control and monitoring.
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Table 4. Test Matrix Information

Specimen Test Stress Temperature Modulus Failure Failure
ID Type (MPa) (0C) (GPa) Time (s) Location

96-771 Tensile 1329 23 181 N/A Grip

96-772 Creep 1030 427 217 6228 Interrupt

96-773 Creep 1150 427 235 2880 Gage

96-774 IP TMF 1150 427 201 23000 Gage

96-775 IP TMF 1100 427 211 400 Gage

96-776 Creep 1150 427 211 2412 Gage

96-777 IP TMF 1100 427 202 3200 Gage

96-778 Creep 1100 427 218 572 Gage

96-779 IP TMF 1050 427 201 440700 Out of Gage

96-780 Creep 1050 427 209 177300 Gage

96-781 Creep 1000 427 213 426276 Gage

96-782 IP TMF 1000 427 209 701000 Out of Gage

96-F31 Tensile 960 427 172 N/A Gage

4.1.1 Baseline Specimens

Several composite panels from the PRDA IV program have been tested to

determine the tensile strength of the material (Table 5). A wide range of UTS values in

the data were attributed to variations in panel composition such as average fiber bundle

strength and fiber volume fraction.

Table 5. Baseline Tensile Results

Specimen Panel Orientation Strain Temperature Modulus UTS
Number Location Rate (s-1) (0C) (GPa) (MPa)

95-691 18-IL 00 10-4  23 211 1598

95-692 18-2L 00 10-4  427 189 1463

95-693 18-3L 00 10-4  23 210 1610

95-694 18-4L 00 10-4  427 194 1450

95-718 24-11L 00 10-3  427 207 1250

95-731 25-11L 00 10.3  427 176 1090

95-743 26-1OL 00 10-3  427 188 1210

95-A48 6-2L 00 10"3  427 188 1075
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The experimental tensile data were compared with theoretical calculations of ultimate

tensile strength and modulus using the rule of mixtures (ROM) values at room

temperature obtained by using the following equations

Ec = vfgf + Vmgm, (3)

(7c = Vf(Yf +Vm(ym, (4)

where the subscripts c, f, and m refer to the composite, fiber, and matrix, and E, cY, and v

refer to the elastic modulus, stress, and Poisson's ratio, respectively. The theoretical

calculations of modulus and ultimate tensile strengths were expected to be higher than the

experimental values because of low tensile values recorded testing, which are listed in

Table 6. Density values are listed from documented literature provided by Textron

Specialty Materials (theoretical) and experimentally from density determinations using

Archimedes' method.

Table 6. Comparison of RT Experimental and Theoretical Material Properties
Experimental Theoretical

Density 3.95 g/cc Density 3.86 g/cc
Modulus 212 GPa Modulus 214 GPa
UTS 1329 MPa UTS 1800 MPa

The experimental density is slightly higher than the theoretically calculated density,

which indicates that the actual fiber volume fraction may be lower than the value used for

calculations (34%). The possible difference in fiber volume fraction helps explain the

differences in the other tabulated values.
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4.1.2 NDE Specimens

Tensile tests were performed at room temperature and 427°C for panel 9 to

ensure accurate values for further testing. The results of the tensile tests are listed in

Table 7.

Table 7. Tensile Test Results from Panel 9
Specimen Modulus Temperature UTS

Identification (GPa) (0C) (MPa)

96-771 181 23 1329
96-F31 172 427 960

The tensile results were low compared to tests from other panels of the same material,

but can be attributed to a slow loading rate of 10- mm/min/s, fiber swimming, narrow

specimens, and straight-sided specimen geometry. A slow loading rate may have induced

creep in the specimen and reduced the tensile properties, however, the slow loading rate

allowed for more ultrasonic data to be acquired during the test. UTS values were averaged

with tensile results from panels of the same material to lessen the effects of this specific

panel and use a more realistic tensile strength. A tensile strength of 1200 MPa was

estimated at 427°C from the baseline data and previous tensile results at room and

elevated temperature. The tensile strength was used to determine stress levels for the

remainder of the specimens under sustained load and IP TMF conditions.

4.2 Sustained Load Tests

Once the specimen is aligned and gripped in the test machine, thermocouples are

welded on the specimen for operation at elevated temperature for temperature monitoring

and control. Four thermocouples are placed on the top surface of the specimen. Two are
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placed 6 mm from center and two are placed 6 mm further out symmetrically about the

centerline. PID controllers maintain the temperature at the required levels by adjusting

the power output to the quartz lamps, which are set to a distance of approximately 10

mm above and below the horizontally mounted specimen (refer to Figure 6).

An extensometer is spring mounted on the side of the specimen to measure

displacement in the gage section. Once the extensometer is in place, a room temperature

modulus is obtained to ensure proper placement of the extensometer. The modulus value

is obtained by loading the specimen within the elastic region to 100 MPa. The slope of

the stress-strain curve is calculated using MATE software. Once the checkout procedure

is complete, the sustained load test parameters are entered interactively.

Sustained load tests record creep strain and strain to failure measurements versus

time. The data are used to plot results on a Larson-Miller diagram. The time-to-failure

and strain accumulation are key conditions for comparison with in situ NDE results.

4.2.1 Baseline Specimens

The test results at various stress and temperature levels for the baseline specimens

are listed in Table 8. All baseline sustained load tests were under the supervision of

Ashbaugh [8]. Apparent panel-to-panel variations exist in the baseline data, which is

evident in the scatter shown in Figures 10 and 11. All temperature and stress level effects

are taken into account in calculating the Larson-Miller Parameter for each specimen.

Specimens that failed during the loading process are not incorporated into the analysis.
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Table 8. Baseline Sustained Load Test Results

ID # Stress (MPa) Temperature Time-to-

(0C) failure (hrs)
95-713 1170 427 13.73
95-714 1030 427 Interrupted
95-A05 1030 538 Loading
95-A06 1030 427 Interrupted
95-A13 1170 427 93.18
95-A14 1170 538 0.96
95-A48 1075 427 Loading
95-A49 1170 427 0.21
95-A50 1015 427 Loading
95-A5 1 827 538 Interrupted
95-A52 1195 427 Loading
95-A53 827 427 112.42

0.008.......... . . ...................

Eo
E 006 .. 800....s

however:, the other test extends t6
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Figure 10. Strain vs. time plot for 96-A49 (short life) and 96-A 13 (long life) at the same
test conditions.
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Figure It. Baseline sustained load test results based on the Larson-Miller Parameter.

4.2.2 NDE Specimens

Five sustained load tests at stresses from 1000 to 1150 MPa were run to

specimen failure. A sixth test was performed to compare optically recorded fiber breaks

with AE events by interrupting the test before failure and dissolving the matrix. The

mechanical data from the sustained load tests are plotted in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Strain vs. time plot for all NDE samples. The 1030 MPa stress test was
interrupted for fiber fracture analysis.
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The Larson-Miller Parameter (LMP) was calculated for all sustained load

specimens. The test stress level was then plotted vs. the LMP to compare the data with

baseline data in Figure 13. The baseline data had a wide scatterband due to panel-to-panel

variation, while the data acquired from the panel 9 demonstrated less scatter. The reason

for the scatter in the data could not be determined from the mechanical test results.

Mechanical test results, however, demonstrated that panel 9 did not exhibit as high a

creep resistance as the baseline panels. Other techniques such as NDE in situ longitudinal

bulk wave and acoustic emission techniques in conjunction with metallography and

ultrasonic immersion C-scans were necessary to characterize the material response to

mechanical testing.
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Figure 13. Comparison of baseline data to NDE specimen data using the Larson-Miller
Parameter.
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4.3 IP TMF Tests

Once the specimen is aligned and gripped in the test machine, four thermocouples

are spot welded to the specimen; two at the center of the gage section, one on top and

bottom, and two more, each approximately 12 mm to each side of the top center

thermocouple. The thermocouples are again used for monitoring and controlling the

temperature of the test. The extensometer is then placed in contact with the specimen as

described in the sustained load test procedure. Before the test begins, specimen

dimensions are measured, and the information is input into the computer. The specimen

is then loaded within the elastic region to obtain a room temperature elastic modulus

values in the same manner as for the sustained load test using extensometer data acquired

during the loading.

The heating portion of the cycle is accomplished through computer control of the

quartz lamps. The cooling portion of the test cycle is controlled with the uniform flow of

dry gaseous nitrogen regulated by a electropneumatic pressure control valve. The supply

line of nitrogen branches into two small diameter tubes that contain small circular

openings along the cylinder wall for uniform flow over the surface of the specimen gage

section as shown in Figure 14. The pressurized nitrogen of commercial purity is kept at a

temperature of -70'C in a chiller bath unit. Several high pressure gaseous nitrogen tanks

are necessary to provide a continuous supply of nitrogen over the test period.

The sawtooth waveform control ramps the load and temperature to the maximum

level in the first 50 seconds of the cycle, and then ramps the load and temperature to the

minimum level in the last 50 seconds of the cycle. The data acquisition (DAC) rate is set
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to collect the load-displacement traces at set intervals throughout the test. The interval

depends on the length of the test. For short tests, the interval is approximately every

10th cycle, while for longer tests, the interval is approximately every 100th cycle. The

final 10 cycles before failure also are stored by the MATE program. The load-

displacement traces are used to calculate the elastic modulus during the test. The

mechanical strain data is compared with ultrasonic modulus values calculated with the bar

wave equation.

Heat
Lamps

[ ,,-From Nitrogen supply line

Nitrogen Spray

Specimen Gage Section

Nitrogen Spray 4]
From Nitrogen supply line 4

Heat
Lamps

Figure 14. IP TMF nitrogen cooling aperture used in the cooling portion of the
thermomechanical cycle.

4.3.1 Baseline Specimens

All baseline IP TMF tests were under the supervision of Rosenberger [9]. The

test results are listed in Table 9 and are displayed in Figure 15. The specimens exhibited

slightly shorter fatigue life than anticipated, and therefore, the maximum stress chosen for

mechanical testing was lowered by 50 MPa to produce longer specimen life.
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Table 9. Baseline IP TMF Results
Specimen Stress Cycles to

ID # (MPa) Failure
95A23 1200 3
95A24 1200 5

95A27 1150 6567
95A25 1050 14240
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Figure 15. Baseline IP TMF time-to-failure data for the maximum applied stress.

4.3.2 NDE Specimens

Five IP TMF tests were performed at maximum stress levels from 1000 MPa to

1150 MPa. The results of the IP TMF tests were compared with the baseline data and

are plotted in Figure 16. The reason for such large data scatter is that all specimens tested

at 1100 MPa failed earlier than the specimen tested at 1150 MPa as was seen with the

sustained load test results. Fiber volume fraction may be the cause for differences in the

results between panels, however, no fiber volume fractions were available for comparison.

All other tests exhibited longer life at lower stresses as is shown in Table 4.
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Figure 16. Semi-log plot of IP TMF results for baseline data and NDE study.

Further analysis was performed on the minimum and maximum strain levels

acquired at selected cycles during the tests. No change in minimum and maximum strain

levels throughout the test indicated that there was little change in the stiffness of the

material, and that stiffness measurements were not a good indictor of damage

accumulation in the material. All mechanical data were then compared with NDE

ultrasonic amplitude and modulus data and AE event data in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER V.

COMPOSITE IN SITU NDE PROCEDURE AND RESULTS

Chapter 5 will discuss the procedure for acquiring the nondestructive data and the

results obtained from the data. Data analysis was performed, and the data were compared

to results from mechanical data in the previous chapter. Correlations between the two

loading conditions were ascertained using the in situ NDE data in conjunction with the

mechanical data.

5.1 In Situ Testing Procedure

5.1.1 Ultrasonic Longitudinal Bulk Wave

The ultrasonic contact technique is an in situ pitch-catch method utilizing

longitudinal wave propagation. A 200 kHz compressional wave ultrasonic transducer

was placed into the cavity of the grip and put in contact with the end of the specimen. A

metal backing with spring loading was placed behind the transducer to maintain solid

contact and contact pressure between the specimen and transducer. An identical

procedure was used at the other grip. Figure 17 shows how the transducers were placed

in contact with the specimen.
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Figure 17. Transducer placement in grip area.

Once the transducers were in place, the signal response was viewed on an

oscilloscope. The transducers were shifted around in the cavity to maximize signal

amplitude. Once the transducers were in proper position within the grip cavities, the

ultrasonic signal was acquired by the DASP500 A/D board.

There was a large amount of ultrasonic signal loss presumably into the grips

detected by the AE sensors as noise events when the AE sensors were placed on the

grips. As grip pressure was increased, the received ultrasonic signal altered frequency

content from 200 kHz to 1 MHz (Figure 18). The apparent change in frequency due to

grip pressure did not, however, affect TOF information, the signal at high grip pressure

arrived at the same time as the signal at low grip pressure. The characteristic low 200

kHz frequencies were still present yet masked by the high frequency signal. It was

assumed that the change in frequency was due to the signal transmission and reflection at

the specimen/grip insert interface. The signal was assumed to be the original longitudinal

wave modified by grip stress and reflections at the specimen and grip insert interface. If a

different grip insert material was used, then the signal should maintain only the low

frequency components without high frequency reflections.
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The velocity of sound along the fiber axis of the composite was measured before

mechanical testing to determine if there was any variation between specimens, which is

displayed in Table 10. The density of the composite along with the ultrasonic velocity

was used to calculate a room temperature ultrasonic modulus for each specimen. All

density, velocity, and modulus values were within acceptable values. The values

calculated for the two tensile specimens 96-771 and 96-F31 were lower than other

specimens. The lower tensile strength was due to the undulated fibers in the composite

that would allow the composite to strain more in the loading axis direction yielding a

lower modulus value. The density values compared well with the theoretical density

calculations using the rule of mixtures, and ultrasonic modulus calculations compared well

with modulus values obtained from mechanical test data.
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Figure 18. Increase in signal frequency due to increased grip pressure.
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Table 10. Specimen Material Properties Calculations
Specimen Density Theoretical Velocity UT Mech.

ID (g/cc) Density (mm/gs) Modulus Modulus
(g/cc) (GPa) (GPa)

96-771 3.95 3.86 7.07 197 181
96-F31 3.95 3.86 7.07 197 172
96-772 3.93 3.86 7.45 218 217
96-773 3.95 3.86 7.42 217 235
96-774 3.94 3.86 7.40 216 201
96-775 3.95 3.86 7.39 216 211
96-776 3.95 3.86 7.43 218 211
96-777 3.95 3.86 7.36 214 202
96-778 3.96 3.86 7.34 213 218
96-779 3.97 3.86 7.38 216 201
96-780 3.97 3.86 7.44 220 209
96-781 3.96 3.86 7.24 208 213
96-782 3.97 3.86 7.42 219 209

* 96-F31 Mechanical Modulus at 427°C

5.1.2 Acoustic Emission

The in situ acoustic emission analysis was performed on all specimens. The

events from each test were analyzed and characterized as either noise, matrix type damage

such as cracking and plasticity, or fiber fracture. The characterization was based on

location, amplitude, and frequency of the event.

Several improvements were made in the acquisition of acoustic emission

waveforms from composites because the system had several advanced signal analysis

features. The new features included noise discrimination, source location, FFT analysis,

and material characterization. With proper signal acquisition, an AE event could be

classified as either noise, fiber fracture, or other material event.
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First, sensors were relocated onto the specimen instead of being located on the

grips. Sensor relocation allowed for better waveform acquisition and analysis. Four

sensors were used on the specimen instead of two on the grip. Two of the sensors had

the preamplifiers set on low attenuation (+20 dB gain) to acquire low amplitude events

such as matrix events, while two other sensors had the preamplifiers set on high

attenuation (+0 dB gain) to acquire high amplitude events such as fiber fracture and final

failure.

Second, the data collection time window was reduced to 80 microseconds to

eliminate the collection of reflections propagating in the material. The part of the

waveform that characterized the waveform as either from matrix event or fiber fracture

occurred in the first extensional and flexural wave modes. Additional signal information

should not be extracted because that part of the signal manifests due to reflection and

material damping characteristics occurring after the first modes. Once the new signal

acquisition technique was implemented, source location and frequency analysis could be

performed with higher accuracy because more data points could be acquired over a shorter

period of time. The new signal acquisition technique provided more clarity in signal

composition stored by the AE system.

Finally, the method of signal analysis was modified from a simple amplitude and

duration analysis to modal acoustic emission analysis. Modal acoustic emission

incorporates all the old measurement methods such as amplitude determination, with new

information such as frequency content about the waveform. Information also was

acquired about the extensional and flexural wave propagation modes. The first order
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extensional and flexural modes are the most important modes because they are pure in

form unlike higher modes, which are mixed with reflections. The analysis of the first

order modes of propagation allowed for more accurate determination of event source type

and location.

The sensor array was defined as the area between the sensors where acoustic

events could be located. Noise was determined to be any event occurring outside the

sensor array, or any event waveform not demonstrating a high frequency extensional (in-

plane) component followed by a lower frequency flexural (out-of-plane) component.

Fiber and matrix cracks developing perpendicular to the loading axis produce extensional

and flexural waves that propagate through the material. The extensional wave is of a

higher frequency and travels faster than a lower frequency flexural wave. Therefore the

high to low pattern was searched for in the signal waveform to determine if the signal was

a crack or noise.

Noise also was determined by extremely low frequencies below 200 kHz due to

mechanical noise, or by extremely high frequencies above 4 MHz due to electronic noise.

The ultrasonic signal from the 200 kHz transducers, if received by the AE sensors, was

also characterized as noise and eliminated from the analysis. All other events were

assumed to be generated in the specimen due to damage accumulation. Noise was

eliminated by the operator after the mechanical test using signal analysis. Analysis of the

remaining events was performed to distinguish between fiber fracture and other composite

events.
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Non-fiber fracture events were characterized by a large amplitude signal no greater

than ±100 mV with a frequency content centered at approximately 350 kHz that did not

saturate the acquisition system, because matrix related events do not generate high energy

and amplitude signals [22]. There was also a combination of midrange (200-500 kHz)

frequencies in the waveforms due to the dispersion of the wave while traveling through

the matrix. The matrix was determined to exhibit damping of the AE signals which

reduced the acquired frequency range in the signals. The waveform exhibited a high

frequency extensional wavefront followed by a lower frequency flexural wavefront. The

AE signals were difficult to characterize due to the difficulty of differentiating the

extensional wave and flexural wave modes due to dispersion. The events were located

primarily near the fracture surface as expected, with few events occurring at various

locations within the gage section. The locations of AE events indicated that though minor

damage accumulation was occurring throughout the gage section, damage progression was

concentrated in one area of fiber fracture and matrix cracking. An example of a possible

matrix crack waveform is displayed in Figure 19.
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Figure 19. Possible matrix crack waveform from specimen 96-778. a) time domain and
b) frequency domain.

Fiber fracture events were determined to be the highest amplitude events observed

in the test results shown in Figure 20. The high amplitude events often saturated the

signal processor, and clipping of the signal was observed in the pre-amplifier stage of

acquisition. Large amounts of attenuation had to be applied to the system to compensate

for the saturation.
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Figure 20. Fiber fracture waveform from specimen 96-778. a) time domain and b)
frequency domain.

Fiber fracture was determined to be a higher energy event and gain settings for the

fiber sensors were set approximately 20 dB lower than matrix sensor gain settings. The

fibers emitted peak voltages larger than 200 mV. Peaks at high frequencies at higher

magnitude were predominate in fiber fracture events. Fiber fractures were characterized

as high energy, long duration events exhibiting high frequency components, the most
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prominent being a characteristic frequency of 400 kHz. The reason for such a dominant

low frequency component was that the matrix was damping out higher frequencies as the

signal traveled to the AE sensor and filtering in the AE system did not allow for the full

energy from higher frequencies to be acquired. With alterations in filtering, higher

frequency components should prove to be more dominant.

Fiber fracture frequencies are expected to be high due to the fiber diameter, brittle

nature of the fiber, the high tensile strength, and lack of ductility. When compared with

the dispersive nature of the matrix to sound propagation, lower tensile strength and

increase in ductility at elevated temperature, it is expected that fiber fracture events

should be very different in signal composition than matrix events, both in amplitude and

frequency.

Not only was there a need for source characterization, but also source location.

AE in situ location of fiber fractures and matrix events would allow an engineer to

determine where a component would break before composite fracture. Location was

achieved by determining the time of arrival difference between AE sensors. Distance

between the AE sensors was known, as well as time travel difference determined from

lead break calibrations performed before testing [52]. Therefore, the location of events

inside the sensor array (between the sensors) could be determined.

Once the AE sensors were in place and settings were properly adjusted, lead

breaks were performed on the surface of the specimen at the location of each sensor, and

at the center of the specimen for gain, threshold, and location calibration purposes. The

technique is documented by ASTM and Prosser and Gorman [50, 52, 53]. The signal
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response from each sensor was analyzed. If the responses were consistent in amplitude

and frequency content and the event location could be confirmed, then the AE system

was ready to acquire acoustic events during the mechanical test.

Load was applied to the specimen, and during the life of the specimen, acoustic

events were acquired by the system. A Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) was performed on

the most recently acquired signal to determine frequency components of the waveform.

A continuous updated plot of events vs. time and parametrics (load and strain voltages)

vs. time also was available during the test. All other analysis had to be done post test.

Post test analysis will be discussed in the results section of this chapter.

5.2 Results

5.2.1 Tensile Specimens

The 200 kHz ultrasonic transducers were not available to perform longitudinal

bulk wave analysis at the time the room temperature tensile test was performed.

Therefore, no data were acquired using ultrasonics. However, the AE system was

available at the time of the tension test. AE data from the first RT test recorded 57 total

events, 18 of which were high amplitude and frequency events characterized as fiber

fractures. The repeat of the first tensile test recorded 163 total events, 20 events were

high amplitude and frequency events characterized as fiber fracture. Most of the signals

acquired during the test were eliminated as noise from outside the AE sensor array. The

time and stress at which the AE events occurred is displayed in Figure 21. Stress and

strain voltages and time were acquired with the acoustic event by the AE system, and is

plotted in the following figures.
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Figure 21. Acoustic emission fiber fracture events recorded during RT tension tests.
a) UTS = 1329 MPa b) UTS = 1409 MPa.

The tensile test performed at 427°C (Figure 22) recorded 607 events, only 12 of which

were determined to be fiber fracture events from the AE data. Over 500 of the events

recorded during the high temperature tensile test were ultrasonic signals leaking into the

grips from the bulk wave transducers, which were eliminated as noise. The lower amount

of fiber fractures before failure was attributed to the slower strain rate and higher

temperature test conditions. A reduction in strength is usually observed when tension
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tests are performed at slower strain rates and higher temperatures, and fewer fiber

fractures would have to occur before failure of the composite specimen. Note that the

parametrics measured by the AE system did not exactly correspond with data from the

mechanical test due to software program errors later fixed by the company.

1500 , ,

AE Fiber Fractures
1000 ................. ............. .. ... -. --- -- --

0 200 400 600 800 1000

Time (s)

Figure 22. Elevated temperature (427°C) tension test results with acoustic emission
fiber fracture data. UTS = 960 MPa.

5.2.2 Sustained Load Specimens

Ultrasonic and acoustic emission data were acquired during all sustained load tests.

The ultrasonic signals were analyzed based on arrival time of the signal for modulus

calculations, and peak-to-peak amplitude. The ultrasonic modulus values were

normalized to the initial value acquired at maximum load and temperature in Figure 23.

As with all the sustained load tests in this study, Figure 23 shows the inability of

the in situ longitudinal bulk wave method to detect changes in the material based upon

ultrasonic modulus values. All ultrasonic data acquired from the mechanical tests can be

found in a complete compilation in Appendix H. Due to the inability of the ultrasonic
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modulus calculation method to detect damage accumulation, the signal amplitude was

analyzed (Figure 24) to determine if damage accumulation could still be monitored using

the longitudinal bulk wave technique at low frequency.
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Figure 23. Ultrasonic modulus values during sustained load test at 1150 MPa.
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Figure 24. Ultrasonic amplitude response under sustained load conditions for 1150

MPa. Data were fit to power equation displayed in the figure.

The ultrasonic amplitude proved to be sensitive to changes occurring in the

material associated with damage accumulation. All amplitude data for each test are

compiled in Appendix H. All short life tests demonstrated small changes in amplitude
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before failure, while longer life specimens demonstrated a larger decrease in ultrasonic

amplitude as shown in Figure 25. Note that irregularities existed in time-to-failure for

1100 MPa test results.
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Figure 25. All ultrasonic amplitude data for sustained load tests.

AE signal waveform analysis showed that the number of fiber fracture events

prior to failure is not dependent on the stress at which the test is performed as shown in

Figure 26a, however the number of fiber fractures prior to composite failure ranged

between two to thirty fiber fractures. When analyzing the number of fiber fractures based

on time-to-failure (Figure 26b), there is an upward trend indicating that as the time of the

test progresses, the number of fiber fractures detected by the AE system increases.

Because the AE sensors were placed initially on the grips instead of on the specimen

surface as done later, no accurate location and signal characterization could be performed

for those specimens. All fiber fracture events collected from the test frame grips were

determined from saturation of the AE system. It should be noted that the weak fibers in
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the composite may have affected the amplitude and frequency characteristics of the fiber

fractures and may not have met the criterion for fiber fracture, yielding an inaccurate value

for fiber fractures prior to failure. Figure 26c shows the damage accumulation on the

fracture surface of each failed specimen as a function of the applied stress. Damage

accumulation transitioned from internal crack growth to surface connected as the applied

stress was decreased.

3 0 .............. ............ ................... ..... -- - S ustained [.oad

2 5 ..................... ...................... ...................... ...................... ....................

2 0 ---------. ........ ...................... .... ....... ....-- -- -...................... ........ ............

1 5 .... .. .................................. ...................... ......... .............. -----.................

az 96-782
E 1 0 ... Power Outage: ..............[............... ............

S19 Data Events Lost

5 .... ............, ...................... ..................... ........................ ................. .

950 1000 1050 1100 1150 1200

a) Stress (MPa)

Figure 26. Fiber fractures determined by AE analysis as a function of a) stress level and
b) time-to-failure in comparison to c) matrix crack growth size on the fracture surfaces.
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AE data from specimen 96-778, which was tested with the sensors on the

specimen, corresponds well with measurement of the fracture surface location. The

fracture surface plane was not perpendicular to the loading axis and therefore length was

difficult to measure, however, the approximate length was measured to be at the centerline

of the specimen. AL data recorded large energy fiber fracture events just before failure at
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1.3, 0.7 and 1.0 mm towards the actuator from the centerline of the specimen, which

correlates well with the mechanical measurement as shown in Figure 27. AE, therefore,

has the capability of detecting failure location.

"- AE Gage Sectio-
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Figure 27. AE events corresponding to failure location of specimen 96-778.

Figure 28 (a-e) shows the sequential order in which the events occurred. The total

number of events is broken down into four equal segments of time during the total test

period of 600 seconds. AE events were initially scattered along the AE sensor array,

however, the events bgan to concentrate near the fracture surface as time progressed. Of

all the fiber fracture events, only one was outside the heated test section of the specimen.
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Figure 28. AE event and location from specimen centerline for specimen 96-778, a) total
events, b) events during 0- 150s, c) events during 150-300s, d) events during 300-450s,

and e) events during 450-600s (failure).
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Optical verification of fiber fractures from the data of the interrupted sustained

load specimen, 96-772, also demonstrated the ability for AE to locate and characterize

fiber fracture events when the sensors were placed on the specimen surface. There were

107 total events during the test, 44 of which were eliminated as noise, and 11 which were

characterized as fiber fracture signals from AE analysis. All of the 11 AE events were

verified by optical inspection of broken fiber lengths. Optical inspection of broken fiber

lengths from matrix dissolution has proven that the location capabilities of the AE system

are accurate to approximately a millimeter as shown in Table 11. Figures 29 (a and b) and

30 (a and b) show the capabilities of the AE system to determine fiber fractures based on

distance calculation, and amplitude.
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Table 11. Fiber Fracture Locations Referenced to Specimen
Centerline

Event # AE Calculated Measured Optical
Distance (mm) Distance (mm) Verification (mm)

2 12 12.84 12.31
3 -9.2 -9.51 -11.32
4 -9.1 -9.51 -11.32
6 7.2 7.5 6.0
10 -0.5 0.1 -0.1
17 11.6 11.3 12.3
43 20.5 19.5 20.7
46 8.5 9.0 6.2
50 27.7 28.8 29.3
55 -5.9 -5.4 -5.0
64 18.2 19.2 17.6
66 27.7 27.3 25.5
71 -38.5 -39.0 Edge
75 17.9 17.4 17.4
76 35.6 36.7 36.7
82 -3.7 -4.4 -5.0
83 31.2 30.9 32.1
84 31.3 30.9 31.4
86 -33.8 -33.4 Edge
94 -3.4 -3.4 -2.4

(-): Actuator end (+): Load Cell end
Events 71 and 86 were near the tab area
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Figure 29. Comparison of location of AE events based on location to optical
measurements a) in total AL gage section, and b) in heated test section.
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Figure 30. Comparison of location of AE fiber fracture events based on amplitude to
verified optical measurements a) in total AE gage section, and b) in heated test section.

The acoustic emission data was then compared to strain accumulation data as

shown in Figure 31. Fiber fractures were determined to occur at random intervals during

the test, with consistent fiber fractures at the end of each test. There were several fiber

fractures that occurred during the loading of the specimen, and fibers continued to fracture

until the total failure of the specimen. Individual test data are compiled in Appendix H.
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Figure 31. AE fiber fractures compared to mechanical sustained load data for 1150 MPa.

5.2.3 IP TMF Specimens

Ultrasonic and acoustic emission data were acquired during all IP TMF tests. The

ultrasonic signals were analyzed based on arrival time of the signal for modulus

calculations, and peak-to-peak amplitude. Figure 32 shows the ultrasonic modulus values

acquired during one of the tests. The ultrasonic modulus values were normalized to the

initial value acquired at maximum load and temperature. All subsequent acquisitions were

at maximum load and temperature conditions.

As was the case with the sustained load tests, Figure 32 demonstrates the inability

of the in situ longitudinal bulk wave method to detect changes in the material based on

ultrasonic modulus values. All ultrasonic data from other IP TMF tests can be found in a

complete compilation in Appendix H. Due to the inability of the ultrasonic modulus

method to detect damage accumulation, the signal amplitude was analyzed to determine if

damage accumulation could still be monitored using the longitudinal bulk wave technique.

The results are plotted in Figure 33.
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Figure 32. Ultrasonic modulus values acquired during IP TMF test for 1050 MPa.
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Figure 33. Ultrasonic amplitude response under IP TMF conditions for 1050 MPa test
compared to ultrasonic modulus.

The ultrasonic amplitude proved to be sensitive to changes occurring in the

material associated with damage accumulation. All amplitude data for each IP TMF test

are compiled in Appendix H. The percentage decrease in amplitude was not directly
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comparable to material life as was seen in the sustained load specimens, however, each

test demonstrated a reduction in ultrasonic amplitude before failure. Typical tests

showed a large initial decrease, and then a more gradual decrease until failure. Two of the

tests showed an increase in amplitude over time, as can be seen in Appendix H. The data

showing increase in amplitude were not used in the fit of the overall data set. All short

life tests demonstrated small changes in amplitude before failure, while longer life

specimens demonstrated a larger decrease in ultrasonic amplitude as shown in Figure 34.
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Figure 34. All IP TMF ultrasonic amplitude data. Slopes generally decreased with

decreasing stress except for irregularities at 1100 MPa.

Note that irregularities in time-to-failure exist for 1100 MPa tests similar to the sustained

load tests. The slope of the amplitude decrease appeared to be stress dependent. A

smaller slope was observed in both sustained load and IP TMF at lower stress levels.
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Comparisons were then performed between mechanical test data and in situ NDE

data. The small changes in ultrasonic modulus corresponded well with the small amounts

of stain accumulation seen in mechanical results. Neither the mechanical nor the UT

modulus data demonstrated the ability to detect material changes prior to failure. Neither

technique, therefore, appeared to be a good indicator of the onset of failure as seen in

Figure 35.
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Figure 35. Comparison of mechanical strain sensitivity to UT modulus sensitivity for
1150 MPa IP TMF test.

The acoustic emission data was compared to mechanical strain accumulation data

as shown in Figure 36. Fiber fractures occurred in groupings during the test. Several

fractures occurred during the initial loading of the specimen, and fibers continued to

fracture until the total failure of the specimen. All fiber fractures occurred during

maximum load and temperature conditions for each test. Individual test data are compiled

in Appendix H.
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Figure 36. AE fiber fractures compared to mechanical data for 1150 MPa IP TMF test.

5.3 Post Mechanical Test NDE Support of In Situ NDE Data

Post mechanical test NDE techniques were used to verify the information

obtained from in situ data. X-ray radiography was unable to locate internal cracking or

individual fiber fractures characteristic of the failure of the SCS-6/Ti-6A1-4V composite

material. Ultrasonic immersion techniques were also unable to locate any damage in

specimens caused by mechanical test conditions. One backscatter shear wave C-scan,

however did show the possibility of cracking in the material, but the detection of matrix

crack growth could not be confirmed because the specimen was designated for matrix

dissolution and fiber testing, not sectioning and SEM analysis. Figure 37 shows the high

amplitude (blue and white) areas where cracking may have been occurring within the

material. The high amplitude areas appear in the center and on the edges of the specimen.

Figure 38 shows the fracture surface of another sustained load test at 1000 MPa with

internal cracks which propagate to the surface, and helps support ultrasonic backscatter
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shear wave C-scans images. Ultrasonic immersion backscatter shear wave C-scans may

be able to detect cracks in the material before failure. However, the data are inconclusive

due to lack of supportive evidence. Further C-scans and metallographic support will be

necessary for proof that internal cracks are detected.

Figure 37. Ultrasonic immersion backscatter shear wave C-scan of specimen 96-772.
Test interrupted after 1.73 hrs based on AE fiber information. Internal cracking is

believed to be shown in the areas of higher amplitude.

Figure 38. Specimen 96-782 fracture surface. Surface connected cracks on right edge.

A tensile load was applied to specimen 96-772 to open any cracks that may have

closed due to compressive stresses within the material. A stress of approximately 500

MPa was applied to ensure no compressive stresses existed within the composite and

that most of the internal cracks would be open to some degree without propagating them

further and causing more damage to the specimen. Two scans were performed under the

load conditions, the results of which are shown below. The first scan of the gage section

of specimen 96-772 was performed at a resolution of 100 microns. A higher resolution of

25 microns was used to inspect anomalies located in the initial scan. The two small

central areas correspond with those seen in Figure 37. Figure 39 shows the results of
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loading the specimen while scanning. The overall scanning area for Figure 39 is smaller

due to the increased resolution. Figure 39c. is of the highest resolution and therefore

encompasses the smallest scanning area. The large high amplitude region on the right end

corresponds with several fiber fractures near the actuator end of the specimen determined

by acoustic emission location results.
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Figure 39. Ultrasonic immersion backscatter shear wave C-scans performed under
tensile load. a) frontside of specimen in Figure 37 showing thermocouple weld markings

in center of specimen. b) backside of same specimen area. c) backside of specimen at
higher resolution: cracking is possible at the wide vertical lines at each end.
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Ultrasonic backscatter shear wave C-scan results provided some indication that

the internal cracks seen on the composite fracture surface may be detected before failure

using the backscatter shear wave C-scan technique. However, a load should be applied to

the specimen to ensure that the cracks are open and more visible when using the

technique. No measurement of crack length could be compared to any visual inspection

because the specimen could not be sectioned and analyzed, however, the C-scans indicate

the crack lengths to be approximately two to three millimeters long. Cracks of three to

four millimeters were observed on the fracture surface of test specimens at similar loads

using SEM inspection techniques.

SEM inspection yielded information on the size of internal cracks visible on the

fracture surface that were propagating in the material, and the number of fibers that

fractured in the crack zone. The SEM technique was able to support in situ NDE data by

showing the existence of internal cracks that would impede the propagation of

longitudinal waves and cause a decrease in ultrasonic amplitude. SEM analysis also

supported AE data by showing broken fibers and matrix crack growth that produced

sound waves detectable by the AE sensors. Most AE fiber fracture events were located

at or near the fracture location of the specimen.

The following chapter will compare all data acquired in an attempt to correlate

sustained load and IP TMF test conditions based on time-to-failure. Information on

fracture surface analysis will be presented in detail to demonstrate similarities in specimen

response regardless of test condition.
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CHAPTER VI.

CORRELATION BETWEEN SUSTAINED LOAD AND IP TMF

6.1 Mechanical Data

All sustained load and IP TMF test specimens failed faster than baseline samples

at all comparable stress levels, and both sustained load and IP TMF test conditions

produced failure in a shorter period at 1100 MPa than at 1150 Mpa because of the

differences in the material from one specimen to another. Mechanical data from neither

sustained load nor IP TMF tests provided any indication as to impending failure. Very

small amounts of strain accumulated before failure, so small that strain could not be used

as an accurate indication to failure. Sustained load and IP TMF results were compared on

a time-to-failure basis at a given stress level. By analyzing several different inefficiency

factors, it was determined that approximately 15% of the TMF cycle was equivalent to

sustained load conditions for high stress level conditions. The UTS value had to be

incorporated as a data point for the data to be fit properly since all 1100 MPa tests failed

earlier than 1150 MPa tests. The other 85% of the TMF cycle was time not spent in

damage progression since the specimen is not held at constant maximum load and

temperature. Figure 40 (a and b) shows the total time-to-failure results based on a 15%

inefficiency factor. The empirical fit, however, does not correspond with findings by

Nicholas [11] which states an inefficiency factor of 5%. Concentric circle cylinder stress
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analysis [20] for this study documented in Appendix G also predicts a 5% inefficiency

factor based on comparison of the time necessary to produce equal fiber stresses under

both sustained load and IP TMF. The inconsistency is attributable to material quality

and damage progression characteristics. In comparing the results for SCS-6/Ti-6A1-4V

with the SCS-6/Timetal®21S material studied by Nicholas, the SCS-6/Ti-6A1-4V

composite appears to be both fiber dominated from stress applied at temperature over

time, and matrix dominated from fatigue in the matrix, each contributing in similar

quantities to failure prediction. The matrix dominance in composite failure appears to

increase as test stress level is decreased, both for sustained load and IP TMF test

conditions. A major difference between the two composite materials is the maximum

temperature at which they have been studied. The SCS-6/Ti-6A1-4V composite has been

studied at 427°C while the SCS-6/Timetal®21S composite has been evaluated primarily

at 650'C. Based on micromechanical computations by Nicholas [10], higher temperature

will produce lower stresses in the matrix and higher stresses in the fiber for a given

applied maximum stress because of the thermal stress contribution to the overall behavior.

Stated otherwise, with a decrease in maximum temperature (e.g., from 650'C to 427°C)

the matrix develops tension, and the fiber develops compression. Therefore, matrix

fatigue would be more prevalent at the lower temperature. The SEM fracture analysis of

the SCS-6/Ti-6AI-4V composite appears to confirm the observation that fatigue under IP

TMF involves both fiber fracture and matrix fatigue crack growth, as shown in the figures

under section 6.4.
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Figure 40. Comparison of IP TMF data to sustained load data at high and low stress

ranges a) total time and b) 15% inefficiency time. Specimen 96-775 not included in fit due
to number of uncoated fibers in visible in cross section from SEM analysis.

The data were affected by the presence of uncoated fibers in the composite

specimens. All specimens exhibited a number of uncoated fibers to some degree.

Specimen 96-775 demonstrated an order of magnitude more uncoated fibers than any
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other specimen; approximately 20% of the total number of fibers in the cross section

from an SEM image were uncoated. Specimen 96-775 displayed an extremely low fatigue

life, and therefore, was not included in the fit of the data.

6.2 Ultrasonic Analysis

Ultrasonic modulus data support mechanical strain accumulation and modulus

measurements in the inability to show any indication in the change in modulus of the

material before failure. Because the two techniques showed no indication of change in

stiffness of the composite, it was assumed that the stiff fibers fracture and the composite

fails before strain accumulation can occur from matrix plasticity in the composite.

Therefore, composite failure was assumed to be fiber dominated. The inconsistency with

the inefficiency factor value when compared with that from Nicholas appears to be due to

the matrix crack growth observed on the fracture surface. The matrix crack growth was an

unexpected failure mechanism in the damage progression of the composite material. The

failure mechanism was fiber dominated, and matrix crack growth occurred due to the form

of fiber fracture.

Ultrasonic amplitude data demonstrate the ability to track damage progression in

either sustained load or IP TMF test condition, and to interrupt a test before failure of the

composite. The large initial decrease in amplitude appears to be representative of the

damage a specimen accumulates in the first several minutes of the test as documented by

MacLellan [12]. The leveling off of the curve would seem to indicate that the composite

has reached a point of stability that appears to exist until failure. From SEM analysis of

the fracture surface, it was determined that some weak fibers were failing early in
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specimen life (near vertical portion of power curve), and that matrix cracks were

propagating in the plane of those fiber fractures (near horizontal portion of power curve)

until failure. Data from specimens exhibiting a very short life demonstrated sharp

decrease in amplitude from beginning to end of each test. However, specimens with

longer life spans demonstrated a more gradual rate of amplitude degradation before failure.

IP TMF test results showed an overall larger decrease in amplitude than sustained load

tests at the same maximum stress and temperature conditions.

6.3 Acoustic Emission Analysis

Acoustic emission data provided information on source characterization and

source location for specimens with AE sensors placed on the specimen surface. Only

amplitude information existed for specimens tested with the AE sensors on the grips.

The AE technique allowed for the determination of composite fracture location before

failure by determining the location of the most fiber fracture and matrix crack growth

locations. The ability for the operator to use amplitude, location and frequency

information to discern between a matrix events and fiber fracture allowed for the two test

conditions to be compared. Fiber fractures were found to occur at initial loading, and in

groupings until near failure where large groups of fibers failed before composite failure.

All fiber fractures occurred at maximum load except for initial loading fractures. AE

results indicate fiber dominated damage in both types of loading conditions, supporting

the correlation between sustained load and IP TMF conditions.
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6.4 Fracture Surface and Composite Analysis

Microscopic analysis of the composite was performed using metallographic

techniques. A section of the panel was mounted and polished for SEM inspection. The

typical cross section is shown in Figure 41. There were approximately 5 fibers per

millimeter in the 8-layer composite. The number of fibers in the gage section of each

dogbone shaped specimen, therefore, was approximately 300. No anomalies were visible

in the cross-section of the composite panel, except for varying spacing between fibers

that has been seen with many other fiber reinforced metal matrix composites [ 12, 13].

However, examination of specimen 96-775 containing the ultrasonic anomalies

was performed after testing to determine the source of ultrasonic attenuation. Other

anomalies were discovered in the composite after specimen testing and SEM analysis of

several cross sections. Fracture analysis was performed to determine the reason for lower

mechanical performance in the material than expected from baseline results. Fracture

surface analysis provided reasons for early failure in the composite and compared the

damage progression and failure mechanisms in both the sustained load and IP TMF test

conditions as will be discussed in the next several paragraphs. Fracture analysis

determined the stress range over which the inefficiency factor is valid for the SCS-6/Ti-

6A1-4V composite material at 427°C.
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Figure 41. Typical cross section of SCS-6/Ti-6AI-4V composite specimen.

The fracture surfaces were analyzed at magnifications as high as 7000X using an

SEM. Figure 42 shows the fracture surface typical of all specimens in panel 9. The

surface showed irregularities in fiber and matrix damage progression that was assumed be

due to processing methods used by Textron. Groups of fibers were fracturing along one

plane, and intergrannular matrix crack growth emanated from the fiber fracture locations.

il

500g

Figure 42. Typical fracture surface of SCS-6/Ti-6A1-4V composite specimen.
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A close examination of the fracture surface, shown in Figure 43, demonstrates that

the fibers did not all fail in consistent manners. Normally, when a fiber breaks, there is a

debond length between the fiber and matrix. Load is redistributed to the rest of the

composite. However, as seen in Figure 43 and the previous figure, there are fibers that are

not debonding from the matrix after fracture. When a fiber fractures, there is a large

concentration of strain at the fiber fracture surface that must be dissipated, usually as

fiber/matrix debonding.

If the fiber is unable to debond from the matrix, which is the case for fibers with

no coating that have strong interfacial bonds, then the matrix must yield to release the

strain. The yielding process occurs in a rapid fashion, and the matrix cracks at a

microscopic level. Due to the load applied to the specimen, over time the matrix begins to

yield along the grain boundaries as shown in Figures 43 and 44. The fiber fracture, lack of

debond, and matrix crack growth was evident on all fracture surfaces for sustained load

and IP TMF specimens. Because the fracture surfaces were similar under both test

conditions, it was determined that the damage mechanisms were similar at high stress

levels near the UTS value of the material.
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Figure 43. Close examination of fiber failure. Fiber appears to lack coating layer, causing
intergrannular matrix crack growth to begin at the fiber/matrix interface.

~~ 3 -

Figure 44. Intergrannular crack propagation in the matrix.

The matrix crack growth was evident before final fracture as shown by Figures 45

and 46. The crack propagates in both intergrannular and transgrannular modes through

the matrix. The intergrannular crack growth indicates a time dependence of crack growth.
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The time dependence indicates that the matrix cracks exist before final fracture of the

composite, and that the cracks may be detected by immersion backscatter shear wave C-

scan techniques during interruptions in the test. The specimen may have to be loaded to

reduce compressive stresses and open closed cracks. No conclusive evidence has shown

the matrix cracks to be detectable using ultrasonic immersion scanning techniques.

Figure 45. Matrix crack emanating from a fiber fracture in specimen 96-782 away from
the fracture surface. There is no debond between the fiber and matrix.
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Figure 46. Matrix crack growth along grain boundaries in specimen 96-782. Matrix
crack is approximately 11 .tm in length.

Some of the fibers are remaining bound to the matrix due to the lack of carbon

coating. The carbon coating, if present, creates a weak interfacial bond that allows the

fiber and matrix to debond and redistribute stresses uniformly. However, if the carbon

coating is not present, SiC bonds tightly with titanium and a strong interfacial bond exists,

stresses are not uniformly redistributed, and stress concentrations exist near the fiber

fracture. The reason for some fibers having no carbon coating within the matrix is

unknown, and assumed to be processing error. The carbon coating also protects the SiC

from matrix attack of the fibers. If the coating is nonexistent, the SiC may dissolve in the

matrix due to a chemical reaction between the two components at processing

temperatures, which explains the pieces swimming in the matrix. Microhardness testing

of the matrix near uncoated fibers revealed that the SiC may be bonding with the Ti alloy

creating a harder matrix near the uncoated fiber as shown in figure 47.
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Figure 47. Knoop hardness values for matrix from fibers of various coatings.

Some fibers were determined to have been damaged in processing of the

composite. An example of fiber damage is shown in Figure 48. The fiber was crushed

during processing, and the matrix consolidated around the broken pieces. Intergrannular

matrix fracture was found at crushed fiber locations.

,3

N i

t , ." 50 lan

Figure 48. Crushed fiber with matrix consolidated around the pieces. It was concluded
that the fibers were broken prior to matrix consolidation in processing.
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Further metallographic analysis of the composite cross section yielded critical

information regarding the failure of the composite. Analysis of the individual fibers as

shown in Figure 49 shows that the outer carbon coating thickness was not constant on all

fibers. The coating layer differentiates the SCS-6 fiber from other SiC SCS designated

fibers.

Figure 49. Magnification of 96-775 cross section. Central fiber has no outer carbon

coating layer.

Testing revealed fibers without coating have entirely different mechanical

properties than fibers with coating after extraction from the matrix through the matrix

dissolution technique as discovered by Gambone [54]. Figure 50 (a and b) demonstrates

the large difference in fiber strength. Uncoated fibers fail at less than half the stress of

coated fibers. No difference in modulus was determined from the fiber tensile tests. The

SCS-0 is different from the SCS-6 fiber, only in coating, and the fiber strength of SCS-0
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fibers is less than the maximum stresses applied to the fibers for some test stress levels

under sustained load and IP TMF conditions, which was determined from FIDEP2 results

(Appendix G).
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interface so that the fiber debonds from the matrix and sheds the load to other fibers

instead of matrix cracking occurring due to a high concentration of strain at the fiber

fracture site. The coating, which allows for debond from the matrix, is the reason the

SCS-6 fiber is used in processing MMC. Tightly interfacial bonded SCS-0 fiber

composites appear not to perform as well as SCS-6 fiber embedded metal matrix

composites.

Other sections of the composite were examined in the SEM to determine the cause

of the dark regions seen on the ultrasonic reflector plate C-scans. A compilation of

figures demonstrating the manufacturing defects in the test samples can be found in

Appendix I. Certain anomalies include crushed fibers during processing, fiber pieces,

missing fiber coating, and incomplete consolidation.

The anomalies present in the specimens appeared to have a direct effect on the

performance of the composite. Six to ten uncoated fibers were present in most

specimens, causing exceptionally short times to failure. Specimen 96-775 had the most

number of uncoated fibers (60) and shortest life of all specimens at any stress level. No

differences were noted between sustained load and IP TMF failure that would indicate

different failure mechanisms based on fracture surface analysis. Matrix crack growth

examined on the fracture surface was very consistent between the sustained load and IP

TMF tests. The number of matrix crack growth zones and number of bonded fibers to

the matrix at the failure location increased from one or two to five or six zones with

decreasing stress for both test conditions. The increase in crack zone size and number of

crack growth zones indicates that matrix crack propagation was the large portion of
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specimen life, and crack initiation at the fractured fiber locations was a small portion of

total specimen life. The total time the composite spent in either initiation or propagation

was determined by the number of weak, uncoated, fibers fracturing before the test, or

early in the test. The more weak fibers in a particular cross-section, the faster matrix

crack initiation took place in the composite, and the sooner the specimen entered the

crack propagation stage of life.

As the stress level is decreased, however, different mechanisms appear to

influence failure. At 1050 and 1000 MPa, matrix crack growth begins to propagate

towards the surface of the specimens. The matrix and fiber is exposed to the environment

under sustained load, and matrix embrittlement takes place. Matrix embrittlement

weakens the composite, and causes the material to fail earlier than a specimen without

surface connected cracking. Therefore, at lower stress levels, different mechanisms cause

the 15% inefficiency factor to not be reliable. The inefficiency factor only appears to

apply for the SCS-6/Ti-6A1-4V composite in a 100 MPa stress range near the UTS at

427°C. Conclusions will be made in the following chapter as to the ability of the in situ

NDE techniques to determine a correlation between the sustained load and IP TMF test

conditions.
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CHAPTER VII.

CONCLUSIONS

7.1 Summary

In situ ultrasonic longitudinal bulk wave and acoustic emission NDE techniques

can be used to assess damage progression in an SCS-6/Ti-6AI-4V composite under

sustained load and IP TMF conditions. The ultrasonically determined modulus is not

sensitive to damage accumulation, which corresponds to the measurements of minimum

and maximum strain and small levels of creep strain displayed in the mechanical results.

Ultrasonic amplitude monitoring, however, provides information on damage progression

within the composite. AE allows for the location and characterization of composite

damage to be determined due to new waveform analysis.

Of the two in situ techniques, the modal AE technique appears to offer more

information about composite damage characterization and location. Knowledge of

location, and type of damage as it is happening is key to predicting failure. By correlating

acoustic emission events with the time and load at which they occurred, comparisons

between different loading conditions can be achieved.

Metallographic and fracture surface analysis supported NDE information on

damage accumulation and characterization. Metallographic analysis provided vital

information about fracture mechanisms and defects, such as uncoated fibers and fibers
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broken in processing, to determine a failure scenario and the stress range over which it is

applicable. Poor material properties such as tensile strength, creep and fatigue life were

associated with manufacturing anomalies in causing consistently rapid failure in the

composite specimens. Fracture surface features such as tightly bonded fibers, crushed

fibers, and matrix crack growth existed in samples tested under both the sustained load

and IP TMF test conditions. At high stress levels, the damage mechanisms were

consistent. As the stress was reduced, cracks propagated to the surface, and the

environment affected material performance.

The specimen with the largest number of uncoated fibers demonstrated the

shortest life, leading to the belief that fiber coating played a significant role in the time-to-

failure in each specimen. More matrix crack growth regions of substantial area were

present in specimens tested at lower stresses. Therefore, crack growth represented a large

portion of the life of the material. Crack initiation at the fiber/matrix interface was a short

period of the overall life of the material.

NDE and metallography, in conjunction with mechanical test data were used to

compare sustained load specimen failure to IP TMF specimen failure. Failure

mechanisms were concluded to be fiber dominated in both test conditions. The IP TMF

test is a longer test than sustained load, however, by taking 15% of IP TMF time to be

equal to sustained load time, the data compares well between the two test types at a

stress range of 100 MPa below the UTS value. In comparing the results for SCS-6/Ti-

6AI-4V with the SCS-6/Timetal®21 S material studied by Nicholas, the SCS-6/Ti-6A1-4V

composite appears to be both fiber dominated from stress applied at temperature over
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time, and matrix dominated from fatigue in the matrix. The SEM fracture analysis of the

SCS-6/Ti-6A1-4V composite appears to confirm the observation that fatigue under IP

TMF involves both fiber fracture and matrix fatigue crack growth. The matrix dominance

in composite failure appears to increase as test stress level is decreased, both for

sustained load and IP TMF test conditions. A major difference between the two

composite materials is the maximum temperature at which they have been studied. The

Ti-6-4 alloy appears to exhibit different strain ranges in thermomechanical fatigue. The

increase in the strain range causes matrix crack growth to occur when initiation sites at

fiber locations are present. The inefficiency factor appears to differ between matrix

alloys, primarily because no matrix fatigue is observed in the Timetal composite, which is

tested at a higher temperature
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7.2 Recommendations

All recommendations stem from work performed in this study:

1) High resolution C-scanning techniques should be incorporated into material

screening prior to mechanical testing of the specimens if the detection of defects is crucial

to test results.

2) Acoustic emission sensors should be placed on the specimen to obtain specimen

waveforms. Sensors placed arbitrarily on the test frame yield acoustic information on the

specimen as it passed through other medium such as a grip, which complicates the

waveform analysis.

3) If the sensors cannot be placed on the specimen, then waveguides must be used to

propagate the sound from specimen to sensor. A complete understanding of wave

propagation through the waveguide material is necessary for its usage.

4) Broader bandwidth AE equipment should be tested to determine if fiber fractures

emit frequencies in the 2-20 MHz region.

5) Acoustic emission data should be analyzed using modal acoustic emission theory.

The most important part of the event is located in the front of the waveform, being the

first extensional and flexural mode. The modal response needs to be analyzed, not the

multiple reflections, which is what the old technology analyzes.

6) New methods of placing thermocouples on specimens should be developed so that

weld marks are not present on the specimen surface during ultrasonic C-scan analysis. A

type of high temperature adhesive may be necessary to use.
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7) Higher frequency longitudinal bulk wave signals should be used for possible

detection of internal matrix cracking and damage progression.

8) Current AE methods should be expanded to 2D location from the ID technique

currently used. Then fiber fractures may be located with better spatial resolution and can

be better confirmed with optical inspection.

9) Single fiber specimens should be processed and tested using AE techniques to

acquire fiber fracture waveforms.

10) Further study should be performed on the amount of ultrasonic energy leaking

into the grip from the low frequency compressional wave transducers. New grip inserts

may have to be used that would minimize the loss of sound into the grip area.

11) Further study should be performed on the change in frequency composition of the

longitudinal bulk wave obtained in situ. The signal needs to be characterized to determine

why exactly the high frequency components are present at high grip stress.

12) All in situ techniques should be automated by incorporating their control into the

MATE test controller. Automation will allow for in situ data to be monitored

automatically, and any in situ data outside set parameters can cause automatic shutdown

of the test before failure, as is currently done with load, strain and displacement limits.

13) Residual strength tests should be performed to determine if strengths are

comparable based on the correlation between time-to-failure discussed here.

14) Further ultrasonic immersion C-scans should be performed at load on tested

specimens to determine crack growth accumulation within a composite material.
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15) Finally, the composite processing may cause different failure mechanisms and

unpredictable material behavior as discovered with the SCS-6/Ti-6A1-4V composite. The

processing technique should be controlled throughout the procedure, to eliminate any

variables that may enter the system.
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Appendix A

Panel and Specimen NDE Information

X-ray Radiography

X-ray radiography detects variations in the density of material. A MMC is

composed of a high density matrix surrounding a lower density fiber. The variations in

density are visible as different shades of gray due to non-uniformity of the composite as

shown in Figure 51. The variations in density are mainly attributable to inconsistencies in

fiber condition. There can be fiber fractures, missing fibers or gaps, fiber groupings, and

undulated fibers, as shown in the figure. For clarity, the inset image shows the fractured

specimen 96-F31 cut from the panel at the location of the undulated fibers. The

uniformity of the fibers will affect the mechanical behavior of the composite. Undulated

fibers have been determined to be detrimental to composite strength by Stubbs et al. [46].

Textron Specialty Materials provided an X-ray radiograph of all panels manufactured by

their company. Individual specimen X-ray information showed that the undulated fibers

were confined to the area of the panel of which the tensile specimens and excess panel

material were obtained. No undulated fibers were detected in any of the specimens used

for the sustained load or IP TMF testing.
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0' Fiber Direction

Figure 51. X-ray radiograph of composite panel used in study. Marked region indicates
fiber swimming. SEM image from region shows fibers swimming out of loading axis.
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Ultrasonic Immersion C-Scans

Ultrasonic immersion C-scans measure signal characteristics from the material

such as peak-to-peak amplitude of the reflected ultrasonic signal. There are a variety of

ultrasonic scans that can be performed on a material to assess its quality. The reflector

plate C-scan is an initial screening technique used to determine consolidation problems

such as the existence of undulated fibers, voids, and inclusions that are apparent in the

plane of the loading axis. The reflector plate C-scan technique can help in the explanation

of poor material causing inexplicable data scatter in theoretical life-prediction modeling of

the composite. The reflector plate C-scan is performed using a 10 MHz 76.2 mm focus

transducer with a spot size of approximately 900 microns on the surface of the

composite. The scan is calibrated using a technique developed by Stubbs and Clemons

[59, 60]. Figure 52 shows how ultrasound is sent through the material and acquired for

analysis. Figures 53 thru 56 show the reflector plate C-scan results.

Transducer
(Transmits &Receives)

Defects Attenuate Signal

Specimen

Standoffl '
BlocksEl

Reflector Plate

Figure 52. Ultrasonic Immersion Reflector Plate C-scan technique.
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Figure 53. Calibration standard for spatial resolution and scanning repeatability for
reflector plate C-scans [60].
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Figure 54. Reflector plate C-scan of the 152 mm :quare composite panel.
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Figure 55. High resolution reflector plate C-scan. Areas of high attenuation are more
prominently displayed here than in the previous figure.

mF

Figure 56. Reflector plate C-scan of specimens. Specimens are in sequential order from
left to right. Straight-sided specimen placed at left end.
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The next scan that can be performed is the surface wave C-scan which detects any

surface and subsurface defects such as matrix cracks or scratches. Figure 57 demonstrates

the wave propagation and sensitivity of the surface wave C-scan to surface and

subsurface defects. However, not all defects lie near the surface of the material. Figures

58 and 59 show the results of front and backside surface wave C-scans using a 25 MHz,

0.5 inch focus, 0.25 inch diameter transducer.

29 
I Scratch or Crack Location

Specimen

Figure 57. Immersion Surface Wave C-scan technique. Sound propagates along the
surface of the specimen. Depth of penetration is dependent on the transducer frequency.
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A
p

Figure 58. Frontside of specimens C-scanned using surface wave technique. Specimens
in sequential order from left to right. Straight-sided specimen placed at right end.
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Figure 59. Backside of specimens C-scanned using surface wave technique. Specimens
in sequential order from left to right. Straight-sided specimen placed at right end.

The backscatter shear wave C-scan detects internal voids and inclusions that are

apparent in the plane perpendicular to the loading axis. Types of defects include fiber

and matrix cracks. Figure 60 shows a schematic of the backscatter shear wave C-scan

technique and how it detects such anomalies. Figures 61 thru 63 show the results of the

backscatter shear wave C-scan technique using a 25 MHz, 0.5 inch focus, 0.25 inch

diameter transducer.

P k Internal Crack

Specimen

Figure 60. Backscatter shear wave immersion C-scan technique. Sound enters specimenat 45' angle, and reflects off internal cracks.
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Figure 61. Frontside of specimens C-scanned using backscatter shear wave technique.
Specimens in sequential order from left to right. Straight-sided specimen at right end.
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Figure 62. Frontside of specimens C-scanned using backscatter shear wave technique.

Specimens in sequential order from left to right. Straight-sided specimen at right end.
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Figure 62. Backside of specimens C-scanned using backscatter shear wave technique.

Specimens in sequential order from left to right. Straight-sided specimen at right end.
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Figure 63. Backside of failed sustained load and IP TMF specimens scanned using
backscatter shear wave technique. Specimens in sequential order from left to right (96-

772 and 96-775 not shown here). White regions indicate fracture surfaces, specimen
edges and thermocouple welds (96-779).
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Appendix B

Test Equipment

Mechanical Test Equipment

The mechanical test machines were designed by the University of Dayton

Research Institute (UDRI) for Wright Laboratory, Materials Directorate [61]. The

equipment consisted of several major components that offer a multitude of testing

conditions. The main components are: the test frame, the controller unit, the personal

computer (PC), and the endocal ULT-80 low temperature bath circulator by NESLAB (IP

TMF only).

All tests were performed on a horizontal test frame using an MTS servohydraulic

load actuator and servo control model 458.20 microconsole. The horizontal test frame

was designed to eliminate uneven heating of the specimen through the length of the heated

zone in a vertical test frame known as the chimney effect. The test frame assembly was

equipped with a 25 kN load cell and actuator that were monitored by the PC and

controlled in a feedback control loop system.

Hydraulic friction grips held the specimen in place while under load and

temperature (Figure 64). Nickel-base superalloy inserts of various thickness were placed

in the grips to allow for variation in specimen thickness. Bending moments applied to the

specimen by the load train were minimized in the system through rigorous grip alignment
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in the transverse and radial directions of the load train. Alignment tests produced less

than 0.5% bending for a 100 MPa stress applied to a stainless steel calibration specimen.

Alignment of the test frame ensured proper loading of the specimen without inducing any

bending into the system.

Figure 64. Specimen in test frame. Quartz heat lamps and grips shield the specimen
from view.

All UDRI test equipment was automated by MATE (MAterials Testing and

Environment) software designed by George Hartman of UDRI [62]. A test can be run in

load, strain, or stroke control depending on the control module selected. Test safety

limits were set on the MTS controller to halt the test if testing conditions fell outside the

set parameters.
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The MATE software allows for a multitude of testing conditions to be applied to

a specimen. The test conditions include high cycle and low cycle fatigue, tension and

compression tests, and sustained load testing. Each test condition is designated a control

module that applies and monitors the test conditions input by the operator (a sample of

the test conditions are available in Appendix D). The following section will discuss the in

situ NDE equipment used in conjunction with the mechanical test equipment.

In Situ NDE Equipment

Nondestructive data acquisition was not performed by the automated MATE

acquisition program. Two separate computer systems are necessary for incorporating

ultrasonic (UT) and acoustic emission (AE) data collection into the mechanical test.

Neither in situ system is fully automated, but rather each system stands alone and is not

controlled by the MATE system, but manually operated. Ultrasonic data acquisition is

performed manually, and although AE data acquisition is automatic, data analysis of

individual signals could only be performed at the time of acquisition. As more signals are

acquired, the previous signals could not be reviewed until the test was completed.

Therefore, although the data is acquired in situ, data analysis is not performed in real time

and cannot be efficiently performed during the test.

The ultrasonic system consisted of a pulser-receiver with a pair of longitudinal

unfocused 200 kHz contact transducers used to generate a pulse through the specimen

and receive the transmitted signal. A special grip design by Buchanan [14] was necessary

to incorporate the transducers into the test frame as shown in Appendix E. The acquired

signal was sent to an oscilloscope where a real-time waveform display was monitored.
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That signal was then sent to an acquisition board with a 500 MHz A/D 8-bit resolution

for signal digitization. Further information on the ultrasonic in situ equipment can be

found in the literature [ 12].

The AE system consists of broadband acoustic sensors, preamplifiers, an A/D

converter box and a PC that controls the system. The sensors display a flat frequency

response roughly bounded by filters from 0.2 to 1.5 MHz. More information on

broadband and other types of AE sensors can be found in Appendix F. The sensors are

connected to a set of preamplifiers that allow the operator to apply various levels of gain

or attenuation to avoid clipping of the signal. The preamplifier is connected to an A/D

converter box, which converts the analog signal to a digital waveform. Parametrics such as

load and strain also are input into the converter for correlation between AE event and

mechanical state of the specimen. The A/D box allows for a multitude of signal

manipulations such as threshold, gain, time delay, and filtering. The final output is sent

to a third PC and the captured waveform is displayed on screen. Signal analysis is

performed on the PC after data acquisition is complete. The signals must be characterized

using modal acoustic emission techniques and location of the event must be determined

from time of flight (TOF) data and velocity measurements acquired during lead break

calibration.

Both NDE techniques require the use of contact transducers for signal clarity in

acquisition. The couplant used in the ultrasonic longitudinal bulk wave testing was a

Panametrics high viscosity SWC high refined honey couplant for RT operation, the

conditions of which could be met in the grip cavity. The high viscosity of the couplant
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was necessary to ensure no significant evaporation during testing due to changes in the

humidity levels in the laboratory. The couplant was tested for changes in amplitude over

time, and for a testing period of 12 days, the peak-to-peak amplitude remained constant

to within 1% of the nominal value. The couplant used for the AE equipment was Dow

Coming High Vacuum Grease with an operating temperature up to 150'C used by Digital

Wave Corporation.
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Appendix C

Composite Constituent Information

Ti-6A1-4V Alloy

The Ti-6A1-4V is a titanium based alloy with a nominal composition of 6%

aluminum and 4% vanadium by weight. The Ti-6A1-4V alloy has a density of 4.44 g/cc, a

melting range of 1600'C to 1670'C and a room temperature (RT) modulus of elasticity of

approximately 113.8 GPa. The aluminum acts as an alpha phase stabilizer and accounts

for the Ti-6A1-4V alloy's excellent properties at elevated temperatures. The purpose of

the vanadium is to stabilize the beta phase, making it possible to strengthen the alloy by

heat treatment. Ti-6A1-4V is of a duplex nature, exhibiting a fine grain structure that is

good for fatigue crack initiation resistance, but poor for fatigue crack propagation

resistance. The information presented in this section along with tensile and compression

data are available from RMI Titanium Company [63].

SCS-6 Fiber

The SCS-6 silicon carbide (SiC) fibers are produced by chemical vapor deposition

(CVD) processing at Textron Specialty Materials Division. Hydrogen reacts with a

mixture of chlorinated alkyl salines at the surface of the heated substrate monofilament.

The SiC deposit consists of poly crystals of 1-SiC. The carbon monofilament (CMF) is

originally spun from a pitch-based material, and then heat treated to form the final
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substrate. The 142 gm diameter fiber consists of a 33 micron carbon core with a layer of

silicon carbide on the core. Two different grades of thin carbon coatings totaling 3g1m in

thickness are then applied for fiber protection in the interfacial bonding with the matrix

[64]. The thin carbon coatings also serve to maintain the fiber strength at high composite

stress levels as well as provide matrix compatibility [65].

Extensive research has been performed on the SiC fibers. Casey and Geller [66]

performed an Auger evaluation of a standard SCS-6 fiber with the following results. The

surface coating is approximately 90 at. % C and 10 at. % Si. The Si/C ratio is 1:1 from

the inner edge of the surface coating into the mid-range point. The mid-range point is

located at approximately half the radius of the fiber and is characterized by a slightly

darker shade of gray due to the increase in carbon content. At the mid-range point there is

a transition from rough to fine grain SiC. From the mid-range point to the CMF, the SiC

becomes gradually more carbon rich, consisting of 55-60 at. % C and 40-45 at. % Si

adjacent to the substrate. Approximately 1 micron of pyrolytic carbon exists between

the SiC and the CMF.

Data from high temperature fiber tests show that at least 90% of the fiber strength

is retained up to 870'C, and about 80% strength up to 1090'C. Above 1090'C, a

substantial decrease in strength is observed. Therefore, the SCS-6 fiber is capable of

providing substantial reinforcement to composites at elevated temperatures [65].
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SCS-6/Ti-6A1-4V Composite

The SCS-6/Ti-6AI-4V composite was fabricated under contract by Textron

Specialty Materials. The composite forming process began with chemically etched and

subsequently rolled Ti-6A1-4V foil layers exhibiting a nominal thickness of 0.114 ± 0.012

mm. The woven preform consisted of SCS-6 fibers (5 fiber ends per millimeter) and Ti-

6A1-4V cross weave wire 0.048 - 0.051 mm in diameter.

The composite panel was unidirectional with 8 layers of fiber mat and 9 layers of

Ti-6A1-4V foil plus an extra layer of the metal alloy on top and bottom for a total of 11

layers. All Ti-6A1-4V foils were lightly acid etched to remove any oxides. Each

composite panel was individually bagged utilizing AISI 3 10 stainless steel. A 0.127 mm

molybdenum foil was placed on each panel surface to prevent panels from adhering to one

another. No binders, glue, or release agents were utilized for the lay-up procedure.

All welding was performed in an inert atmosphere or under a 13 milliPascal

vacuum pressure. Before final electron beam welding, each bag was off gassed at 480'C

for 1 hour at 13 milliPascals, and subsequently helium leak checked. The panels were

subjected to 7 MPa of He for 2 hours. The panels were then subjected to hot isostatic

pressing (HIP), the details of which can be found under contract No. F33601-95-C-0029.

The stainless steel bags and molybdenum foils were removed chemically with a solution

of nitric acid and water.
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Appendix D

Test Log Sheets

f Specimen ID: - 7-3
Material: LC, - - q

Act Spec. Orientation: aaj/

I Test Date: 7L1/Z
Requesting Eng.: jmio n T D

7. Technician: roraeC
> Machine ID: 11

Control Mode: S-fr e LOoeJ
< Test Temp.: -/, 2

Loading Time:
__{o ___ - ) <__ '7 Length of Test: f".L hrs.

Specimen:Length: 151,. 1 3,.Thickness: , r

Width: 7, &2m,,

Crossectional Area: 1'. 1 "Z2 mm

Load Range: d 5kN 61-1T7 F .,
(7 Ext. Gage Length: 7q 6y, cTrtet

- Ext. Cal. Factor: 0,0 -q &j6 mm/1 0 volts
. Stroke Range: WO m r

Est. Modulus: " 1" 7 ""
Est. Strain to Failure: ,--I %

NOTES: ,2OC) flz lo IJ611 ,rtwJwP-r 4 Creep Stress/Load: -. /P) /r

~LCA ' 2tr i er Depth Gage Center:
.), A C. ±rGrip Pressure: Mo, "

Poo0fl c-al(ct"ili q-' 23.O /hc,

Figure 65. Dogbone creep specimen log sheet. Information for performing test.
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Specimen ID: -7

Material: rc-_- T -4-9
Spec. Orientation:

lI _ _. _ . > 1 __TestDate: "/// /

Requesting Eng.: Cierloo

Technician: ,,aec k,

Machine ID:

-___ Control Mode: QUA

.... .,i /, Ram p Rate: _

Test Temp.: max._ min. 2

7,/I-k-> > * Specimen Length: i)5, Ir, M

I 7 Avg. Spec. Thickness: I] M''?

/ Avg. Spec. Width: 7 6 M
/ ' Ext. Gage Length: 7

' - -  Test Stress: max. 5 min.

- ' L_ Test Phase: Z P a s

,V/otc., I/ I,4" /x cri'ip ' SwS - Est. Strain to Failure: ) %
X,4 / 0, r, .? Depth Gage Center: / ' ,Tn

RTAIAdL4' 6q.I~

Figure 66. Dogbone TMF specimen log sheet. Information for performing test.
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Appendix E

Ultrasonic Grip Drawing

NOTE: To obtain the required dimensional tolerances, it may be 0.750->
necessary to rough cut the grip to relieve any residual stress In the 0.250
material. The grip can then be finished using normal machining procedures /-BORE 0.570" D

1. -- 000. ORE .7
I I

II II I. . .

CT 1-14 THREADS 0.050 DEEP. 4 PLACES.
, 2.563 f

2.630,50DEP P AAS 0.001 A

DRILL 0.250" D THROUGH
TAP 1/16 NPT, 3/8" DEEP, 4 PLACES. N

0.625 I

0.625 < ,1925 Frction Grip

* -.652.000 . 14 P H

2.175 H0

2.375

2.755 -/ Eternal - 64 microincihlntemal - As machined

3.250 x.xx.1, x.xxx0.o0, X.XXXX±0.0001

Friction Grip w/transducer 2

•___ _-__ _-__. _ _ Dennis J. Buchanan 03/03/1995

Figure 67. Grip design by Buchanan [14] used to allow transducer contact with end of

specimen to propagate longitudinal waves through the length of the test specimen.
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Appendix F

AE Sensor Characteristics

-60

-100 -- - - - - - -

o 0 oo 200 300 400 500 500 700 8o0 goo 1000

FREQUENCY, kH

Figure 68. Example of a resonant sensor response (PAC Micro 30 by Physical
Acoustics) to a broadband frequency input. Note there are areas of high sensitivity, but

also areas of no sensitivity as seen at 700 kHz.

0 d6putSig 
I1

_ I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -_

.128 d8

00@0 0.7312 1.172 1.562

- tM)4v1

Figure 69. Broadband acoustic emission sensor response (B 1025 AE sensor by Digital
Wave) to a broad frequency range, the flat frequency response allows the broadband

acoustic sensor to capture a wider frequency spectrum from acoustic emission events.
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Appendix G

FIDEP2 Results for Test Stress Levels
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Figure 70. ~~~~~~~Compositstessa110MafraSutieLodndbIPTF
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Figure 71. Composite stresses at 1 100 MPa for a) Sustained Load and b) IP TMF.
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Figure 72. Composite stresses at 1050 MPa for a) Sustained Load and b) IP TMF.
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Figure 73. Composite stresses at 1030 MPa for a) Sustained Load and b) IP TMF.
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Figure 74. Composite stresses at 1000 MPa for a) Sustained Load and b) IP TMF.
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Appendix H

Individual Specimen UT/AE and Mechanical Data Comparisons

96-771: Tensile at RT

1500 . . . . . . . . ! T I'

500-

0~ ~~~~~~~A Fie Events...J.I.....L...IL..L.~ .. L...

0 20 40 60 80 100 120
Time (s)

Figure 75. AE Data collected during tensile test.

1500

1 0 0 0 ................. ..................................... ......... --- - -- ---- --.................i ........

5 0 0 ............... .......... ... ..... .. ... . ...... ................. ........... .

0
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Time (s)
Figure 76. AE Data collected during tensile test. Second loading.
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96-F31: Tensile at 427°C

1500 . . .

AE Fiber Fractures

500

0 200 400 600 800 1000

Time (s)

Figure 77. AE data collected during high temperature tensile test. AE stress
measurements did not exactly match measurements recorded by the MATE software due

to errors in the AE software.
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96-772: Sustained Load at 1030 MPa (Interrupted test)

1.02

S 0.98.....

0 0 .9 6 ........... ................ ............... ............... ............................. ...........
o- 0 .9 4 . ............. ................ ............. ................ ! ............. .. ..... ......... ............

Z 0.92 .. . -.............
Normalized Modulus/ l

- -Normalized Amplitud
0.9 . . I .. . I ..I . . . .I , , , ,

0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000

Time (s)

Figure 78. Modulus and amplitude data. Amplitude is fit to power equation.
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0.002 .-
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Figure 79. AE data overlaying mechanical strain data.
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96-773: Sustained Load at 1150 MPa

1.02 .
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• 0 .9 8 ....................... ... ... . ................ .................. .i ...................... .

E
, 0 .9 6 ........ ... ................... .................. .................. .................. ..............

- = 1.0363 * x'(-0. 019122 P = 0.9734

0.94 Nor 2alized Mlodulus/ 'E] Normalized Amin udIJ
H. 0 .9 2 .... .... . .........-............................ ........0.92
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Figure 80. Modulus and amplitude data.
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Figure 81. AE data overlaying mechanical strain data.
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96-774: IP TMF at 1150 MPa

1.02

S 0 9 8 --- -- ........... .......... ........... --- -----

E 0 .9 6 ............ ........... ....................

N 0 .9 4 - .......... .................................-j.........

-~ .91.I007-i* x (-0.0 1 679) R2 = 0119168
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09~- [-41Normalized Ampltud
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0 5000 1 104 1.5 104 2 104 2.5 104
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Figure 82. Modulus and amplitude data.
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Figure 83. AE data overlaying mechanical strain data. Events deviating from the
maximum strain line are due to scatter and events occurring near maximum load.
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96-775: IP TMF at 1100 MPa

1.0 2 T T . .. . . .. . . . . .
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©z 0 .9 8 ....................... .........................................--- ..................................

0 .9 7 i o .r li d .o u u ..- ... ..............................
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Figure 84. Modulus and amplitude data. Data was not acquired on the first cycle.
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Figure 85. AE data overlaying mechanical strain data. Fiber fractures occurred on
loading and at composite fracture.
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96-776: Sustained Load at 1150 MPa
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Figure 86. Modulus and amplitude data.
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Figure 87. AE data overlaying mechanical strain data. Events deviating from the strain
curve are due to error in strain recording by AE system.
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96-777: IP TMF at 1100 MPa
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Figure 88. Modulus and amplitude data.
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Figure 89. AE data overlaying mechanical strain data. Decrease in strain levels on AE
events is due to inaccurate measurements and total specimen fracture.
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96-778: Sustained Load at 1100 MPa
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Figure 90. Modulus and amplitude data.
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Figure 91. AE data overlaying mechanical strain data. Data confirms fracture
approximately 0.25 mm from centerline. Deviation of AE strain values from mechanical

data is due to inaccurate recording of strain level values by the AE system.
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96-779: IP TMF at 1050 MPa
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Figure 92. Modulus and amplitude data.
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Figure 93. AE data overlaying mechanical strain data. Decrease in strain at end of test is
due to displacement in final fracture.
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96-780: Sustained Load at 1050 MPa
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Figure 94. Modulus and amplitude data.
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Figure 95. AE data overlaying mechanical strain data.
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96-781: Sustained Load at 1000 MPa
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Figure 96. Modulus and amplitude data.
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Figure 97. AE data overlaying mechanical strain data.
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96-782: IP TMF at 1000 MPa
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Figure 98. Modulus and amplitude data. Solid data not included in fit due to amplitude
increase.
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Figure 99. AE data overlaying mechanical strain data. Electrical outage caused loss of

data at end of test indicated by arrow.
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Appendix I

SEM Images of Composite Defects

Figure 100. Smashed fiber on fracture surface. Matrix is consolidated around shards
indicating fiber failure during consolidation of composite, prior to mechanical testing.

Figure 101. Cross section of 96-775. Fiber core and shards are surrounding another
fiber. The matrix was unable to consolidate completely around the fiber, creating voids.

This area was detected using ultrasonic immersion C-scan techniques.
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Figure 102. Cross section of 96-775. Incomplete fiber.

Figure 103. Variance in fiber coating thickness. In some instances it appeared that some
fibers had no coating at all on the outer fiber layer.
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Figure 104. Intact fiber core with cracked SiC outer layer from specimen 96-776.

, rl
Figure 105. Intact fiber core with crushed SiC outer layer. This particular fiber appears

to have been shattered through the length of the reduced section of specimen 96-775 from
the high resolution UT reflector plate C-scan of the specimen shown in Figure 56.
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